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Summary
Over the last decade, several artificial devices, imitating functionalities
found in nature, have emerged in the field of synthetic biology. Often
they resemble cellular vesicles which carry out a defined function
and where molecular transport is mediated via specific membrane
proteins. This work describes the creation of a framework for the
reconstitution of membrane proteins into synthetic membranes. The
study of membrane proteins in terms of their structure (e.g. protein
crystallization) and their detailed functionality requires the isolation
and re-insertion into a non-native environment. A process called
reconstitution which is considered delicate. Beside the commonly
used phospholipids, which are part of the natural cell membrane,
a membrane environment can be created by the use of amphiphilic
block copolymers. Driven by self-assembly, these molecules can be
used as a platform for nano-devices, as they can be decorated with
active molecular compounds and the resulting membrane can incor-
porate membrane proteins. Various factors and their interplay and
dependencies affect the outcome of the reconstitution of membrane
proteins into synthetic membranes. Identifying the key factors and
predicting their effect a priori is a challenging task. Reliable and
systematic approaches are available for lipid based systems but, up
to now, not for polymeric ones. A well-established method in the
fields of chemical and process engineering is design of experiments.
This statistical tool provides a way to do experimental planning sys-
tematically and assess the effects and interactions of factors on a
measurable response. Within this thesis, this framework was applied
to the reconstitution of the light-driven proton pump proteorhodopsin
into membranes for the first time. As proteorhodopsin provides a
vectorial transport of protons across a membrane, its orientation is
critical for its use as an energy generator in a synthetic system. Six
factors were studied: the polarization of the membrane, the pH value
during reconstitution, the lipid to protein ratio, the salt concentra-
tion in the buffer, the amount of detergent used and the effect of
the addition of the ionophore valinomycin. Two insertion pathways
were identified for proteorhodopsin: i) charge assisted and ii) deter-
gent mediated. Both of them result in functional proteoliposomes
which exhibit the formation of a proton gradient upon illumination.
The conditions of the reconstitution decide which path will be taken,
as detergent concentrations around 0.5 % will induce the detergent
mediated pathway and the combination of a polarized membrane
8together with higher detergent concentrations around 1 % will in-
duce the charge assisted pathway. It is noteworthy that this study
provides evidence that the detergent mediated one is dominant, as
at 0.5 % detergent, an increased membrane charge does not affect
the result. Transferring the knowledge gained towards polymeric
systems, the second part of this study aims to investigate and com-
pare the reconstitution of proteorhodopsin into polymer and lipid
vesicles. As data from successful reconstitutions into polymersomes
is rare, a lipid based system was used as a benchmark. Similar to
the former chapter presented here, statistical modeling takes a signifi-
cant part. Efficient one-step screening and optimization designs were
employed to examine the assembly process of both membrane types
together with proteorhodopsin. It could be revealed that both systems
react differently to changing parameter combinations. The assembly
of proteopolymersomes has stronger pH dependency compared to
proteoliposomes and the addition of detergent does not show the
membrane saturation effect known from liposomes. Probing the re-
sulting proteovesicles for proton pumping activities, it was revealed
that their performance is comparable, even though polymer mem-
branes are not able to host the same numbers of proteorhodopsin
molecules as lipid ones. Due to the applied statistical modeling, the
derived equations could be used for mathematical optimization which
predicted a set of parameters for reconstitution which are predicted
to yield large, uniform and highly functional proteovesicles. Indeed,
the results obtained from the verification of these factor settings were
close to the predictions. The study provides experimental and model-
ing evidence for different reconstitution mechanisms depending on
the membrane type. By making use of them, proteorhodopsin can
be used to provide energy in an artificially created vesicular envi-
ronment. Depending on the desired application, the membrane base
can be composed of biocompatible lipids or robust block copolymers,
providing a novel flexibility to researchers. Altogether, this thesis
serves as an example of thoroughly designed procedure which fulfills
the requirements of reproducibility and predictability. It can pave
the way for creation of a toolbox which makes the expansion into
the field of hybrid materials (lipid/polymer/protein) as well as more
complex systems as molecular factories possible.
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Introduction
Figure 1.1: Conceptual overview of
bioinspired polymer vesicles and poly-
mer membranes highlighting some pos-
sible applications of such assemblies.
Figure taken from Palivan et al. 1 .
This chapter is partially reprinted and
has been published Cornelia G. Pali-
van, Roland Goers, Adrian Najer, Xi-
aoyan Zhang, Anja Car, and Wolfgang
Meier. Bioinspired polymer vesicles and
membranes for biological and medical
applications. Chemical Society Reviews,
45(2):377–411, 2016.
Within this chapter, the reader is going to be introduced into the necessary
background of the bottom-up approach in synthetic biology. As the work is fo-
cused on the creation of nanometer sized vesicles with a desired functionality,
the building blocks will be introduced first. Therefore, amphiphilic phospho-
lipids and block copolymers and their self-assembly process will be shown
first. Additionally, the potential modifications of these membranes will be
shown briefly, which provide a certain functionality. Membrane proteins and
their reconstitution into artificial membranes will be discussed afterwards,
highlighting currently known differences between lipid and polymer based
systems. The reader will be introduced to the concepts of statistical modeling
and design of experiments and up-to-date examples from synthetic biology
will be shown. The chapter concludes with the underlying vision of this
work.
Understanding and mimicking structures and functions found
in nature for the design of novel materials and active supramolecular
assemblies led to various methods and materials useful in domains
such as materials science, chemistry, electronics, and medicine2,3,4.
Fabrication of molecular bioinspired materials can be realized either
by a top-down approach, breaking down a complex structure into its
components, or a bottom-up approach, in which simple components
are assembled to produce more advanced supramolecular structures.
The latter approach, requires a deep understanding of individual
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molecular building blocks and their structures, assembly properties,
and dynamic behaviours in order to manufacture nanomaterials. A
step further involves the combination of biomolecules, such as en-
zymes, proteins, or nucleic acids with synthetic materials, for example
block copolymers, in order to create new, complex bio-synthetic mate-
rials5. Specificity and efficiency of biological molecules in addition
to robustness and the possibility of tailoring polymeric materials
serve for the design of materials/systems with improved properties
and functionality. In this respect, polymer supramolecular structures
generated by self-assembly of amphiphilic copolymers are of par-
ticular interest because these architectures provide a large variety
of topologies that permit the insertion/encapsulation/attachment
of biomolecules6,7. In addition, their properties can be adjusted by
chemical modification to support the match with biological molecules,
while preserving the characteristics of synthetic materials, such as
stability and mechanical robustness8. The driving forces that bind
building blocks together during self-assembly are weak and noncova-
lent interactions favoured by chemical complementarity and structural
compatibility as key parameters. Amphiphilic copolymers, based on
hydrophilic and hydrophobic blocks spontaneously self-assemble
in solution in a manner similar to natural lipids, and generate 3D
supramolecular assemblies, such as micelles, tubes, worm-like struc-
tures and vesicles9,10, or 2D planar membranes8. Of particular interest
are vesicles, so called polymersomes, because they offer three topologi-
cal regions for the location of biomolecules: their inner aqueous cavity,
the surrounding membrane, and the external surface exposed to the
environment9. In the case of polymer membranes (free-standing
films, supported membranes, membrane-mimetic brushes) the dec-
oration with biomolecules can be achieved by physical adsorption,
insertion, and covalent binding4,8,11. In various natural metabolic-,
signalling- or transport- processes, the presence of physical or chemi-
cal stimuli influence the whole pathway by blocking or unblocking
specific molecules/reactions (e.g. in the cell cycle12 or bacterial com-
munication13). In addition, biopolymers such as proteins and nucleic
acids are all basic stimuli-responsive components of living systems,
and often remain stable over wide ranges of external variables, but
undergo abrupt and drastic conformational changes at critical points.
In this respect, an approach is to design stimuli-responsive polymer
assemblies that are able to change their architecture or properties in
the presence of stimuli, and therefore to release a cargo, or to allow a
specific in situ reaction on demand14,15,16.
1.1 Membrane environment
Figure 1.2: Schematic presentation of a
the various stages of the molecular as-
sembly process of phospholipids. Figure
taken from Brea et al. 17 .
The process of molecular self-assembly as a strategy for obtain-
ing programmable colloidal nanostructures, is mediated by weak,
noncovalent bonds, such as hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic interac-
tions, van der Waals interactions, and ionic bonds18. These weak
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interactions act together, and govern the structural conformation of
biomacromolecules, and the formation of synthetic supramolecular
assemblies, as well as influencing their interactions. By observing
the processes by which macromolecules are assembled in nature19,
scientists are generating a variety of architectures by self-assembly of
amphiphilic molecules either as spherical objects (3D) or as planar
membranes (2D).
Figure 1.3: Formation of a membrane
by amphiphilic phospholipid molecules.
From Alberts 20 .
Figure 1.4: Schematic representations
of cone-, cylinder- and inverse-cone-
shaped lipids. From Sakuma and
Imai 21 .
Amphiphilic phospholipids are the main components which form
the bilayer of the cellular membrane. Introduced into a aqueous
environment, they will spontaneously assemble into supramolecular
structures as micelles, hollow vesicles or hexagonal shapes22. Their
molecular structure and shape is the main reason for this phenom-
ena. Two hydrophobic acyl chains linked to a hydrophilic phos-
phorous group via glycerol is the general scaffold of the molecular
class. Driven by hydrophobic interactions and the need to cover their
hydrophobic tails, they form agglomerates which minimize the in-
teraction with surrounding water molecules. Various hydrophobic
head groups are part of the classification of phospholipids, such as
phosphatidylglycerol (PG) and phosphatidylcholine (PC)22. The other
part is the structure of the hydrophobic tail, its degree of saturation of
the fatty acid and its length (typical between 14 and 20 C atoms)23,22.
Taken together, these two factors determine the final assembly in an
aqueous environment. Cone shaped phospholipids will assemble
into a hexagonal pattern, inverse cone shaped ones into micelles and
cylindrical shaped ones into a bilayer22,21. The before mentioned PC
and PG are part of the cylindrical shape and thus also commonly
found in cellular membranes. Various other molecules are found
within the cell membranes as steroid and steroid-like molecules (e.g.
cholestorol). Their particular architectures in combination with active
compounds support a large variety of applications. For the structural
and functional study of membrane proteins, as well as their appli-
cation in synthetic biology, a transfer into a native-like environment
is required. So far, this has been achieved by transferring them into
a lipid membrane, which resemble the natural lipid membrane of
cells24,25,26. In the past, the needed lipids had to be extracted from
nature, but nowadays a wide variety of synthetic lipids is commer-
cially available24. In the last decade, a promising synthetic alternative
to lipids has emerged: block copolymers. They are composed of a
hydrophobic and a hydrophilic block (diblock type) being close to na-
ture’s lipids, or of two hydrophilic blocks sandwiching a hydrophobic
block in the middle (triblock type)1,27,28.
Membrane
property
Polymer-
somes
Liposomes 29
Membrane
thickness [nm]
3 30–40 31 3–5
Lateral
diffusion
coefficient
[µm2 s−1]
0.0024 32–6.0 33 3.8 29–12.5 33
Water
permeability
[µm s−1]
0.8 34–526 35 15–150
Bending
modulus [kT]
25 36–74330 31 11–30
Stretching
modulus [mN
m−1]
15 37–2350 31 250±2
Table 1.1: Specific membrane properties
achievable with polymersomes and in
comparison to some typical values for
liposomes. From Palivan et al. 1 .
The chemical nature of the amphiphilic copolymers is a prerequi-
site for artificial membranes to support activity by producing mem-
branes/compartments with appropriate properties to allow preser-
vation of the structure, integrity, and activity of biomolecules in a
synthetic environment or to mimic biomembrane responses10,11,38,39.
The molecular properties of each block, and of the overall copolymer
chain, such as molecular weight, polydispersity and hydrophobic to
hydrophilic block ratio, strongly affect the supramolecular assemblies.
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The most common amphiphilic copolymers used in combination with
biomolecules consist of hydrophilic blocks, such as poly(acrylic acid),
PAA, poly(ethylene oxide), PEO, poly(ethylene glycol), PEG, poly(2-
methyl oxazoline), PMOXA, or poly[L-isocyanoalanine(2-thiophen-3-
yl-ethyl)amide], PIAT, and a hydrophobic block, such as polystyrene,
PS, poly(butadiene), PB, or poly(dimethylsiloxane), PDMS16,40,41,42.
Abbreviations of the polymers mentioned in this review can be found
in Table 1.2.
Abbreviation Polymer
PAA Poly(acrylic acid)
PB Poly(butylene)
PBD Poly(butadiene)
PBzMA Poly(benzyl methacrylate)
PCL Poly(caprolactone)
PDEAEM Poly(2-(diethylamino)ethyl
methacrylate)
PDMAEMA Poly(2-
(dimethylamino)ethyl
methacrylate)
PDMIBM Poly(3,4-dimethyl maleic
imido butyl methacrylate)
PDMS Poly(dimethylsiloxane)
PDPA Poly(2-(diisopropylamino)-
ethyl
methacrylate)
PEG Poly(ethylene glycol)
PEGMA Poly(ethylene
glycol)methacrylate
PEO Poly(ethylene oxide)
PEtOz Poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)
PFMMA Poly(ferrocenylmethyl
methacrylate)
PGA Poly(glutamic acid)
PGMA Poly(glycidyl methacrylate)
PHEMA Poly(2-hydroxyethyl
methacrylate)
PIAT Poly(L-isocyanoalanine(2-
thiophen-3-yl-ethyl)amide)
PLA Poly(lactic)acid
PMA Poly(4,5-dimethoxy-2-
nitrobenzyl methyl
methacrylate acid)
PMAA Poly(methacrylic acid)
PMCL Poly(γ-methyl-e-
caprolactone)
PMMA Poly(methyl methacrylate)
PMOXA Poly(2-methyl oxazoline)
PMPC Poly(2-
methacryloyloxyethyl
phosphorylcholine)
PNBA Poly(4,5-dimethoxy-2-
nitrobenzyl
methacrylate)
PnBMA Poly(n-butylmethacrylate)
PNIPAM Poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide)
PNVP Poly(N-vinyl-pyrrolidone)
PS Poly(styrene)
PSA Poly(sulfobetaine
methacrylate)
PSBMA Poly(11-mercaptoundecyl
sulfonic acid)
PtBMA Poly(tert-butyl
methacrylate)
PTMC Poly(trimethylene
carbonate)
PVA Poly(vinyl alcohol)
PVP Poly(vinylpyridine)
Table 1.2: Common polymer blocks
and their abbreviations. From Palivan
et al. 1 .
More details regarding the synthesis and properties of amphiphilic
copolymers used to form supramolecular assemblies can be found in
very recent reviews and book chapters43,41,42. Mechanical properties
of polymersome membranes largely depend on the type of copolymer
used to form the membrane and the length of the hydrophobic block
and therefore membrane thickness plays a key role in the stability of
the assembly44,45,29,33. Furthermore, addition of naturally occurring
molecules, such as e.g. phospholipids into polymer vesicle mem-
branes, further modifies mechanical properties of polymersomes46,
whilst additional membrane protein insertion can increase membrane
permeability34,35. Therefore, the type of polymersome with optional
biomolecules (e.g. phospholipids, proteins, peptides) can be care-
fully chosen to fulfil certain needs for specific applications. Ranges
of some typical properties for purely synthetic polymersomes are
summarized in Table 1.1 demonstrating that they can be specifically
tuned using artificial block copolymer vesicles. It also highlights
one main advantage compared to liposomes, namely physicochem-
ical versatility. It has to be noted that many of these properties are
measured on polymer-based giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) using
e.g. micropipette aspiration47. For more details on physical proper-
ties of polymersomes, readers are referred to reviews on this subject
matter29,48,49. In the case of polymersomes or polymer membranes
with stimuli-responsive properties, the selection of the polymers must
either have the response associated with one of the blocks, or allow
the introduction of specific molecules that reply to a stimulus, and
therefore induce a change in the overall architecture/properties of the
supramolecular assembly14.
1.1.1 Modified and responsive membranes
Responive polymer membranes Various amphiphilic copolymers
with stimuli-responsive properties are found in recent reviews14,50,
and selected examples are included in the next sections. Stimuli-
responsiveness favours a better localization of the system in a desired
biological compartment, and controlled release of a payload at the
location of a pathological event, or rapid imaging of the pathologi-
cal event. The requirements for bioinspired membranes/vesicles in
the case of ex vivo applications are mainly restricted to enhancing
system performance by optimizing the functionality of entrapped /
encapsulated / attached active compounds in various environmental
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conditions (pH, ionic strength, temperature, etc.).
Figure 1.5: Schematic presentation of
the PMOXA–PDMS–PMOXA tri-block
structure. From Bain et al. 51 .
A complex scenario of requirements characterizes in vivo applica-
tions, which start with the use of polymers that fulfil health safety
standards by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the
European Medicines Agency (EMA) up to the biocompatibility and
biodegradability of all the components of synthetic systems under bi-
ological conditions42. In addition, synthesis strategies for amphiphilic
copolymer blocks and especially the preparation methods for the
supramolecular assemblies should avoid organic solvents, which nor-
mally lower the enzymatic activity or denature proteins. Properties,
such as charge, flexibility, thickness and membrane density have to
be tailored for a desired application. For example, a charged surface
is required to attach biomolecules to polymer membranes by elec-
trostatic interactions, and a factor that can influence the circulation
time of systems inside the body52,53. The flexibility of membranes
plays an essential role in the insertion of biomolecules and preserva-
tion of their functionality54 as it will be discussed in sections below.
Therefore the selection of a particular amphiphilic copolymer and the
supramolecular assembly generated by self-assembly has to match
both the specificity of the biomolecules, and the intrinsic conditions
of the desired application. Polymersomes, as hollow spherical com-
partments delimitated by a membrane of block copolymer, have the
advantage of a dual carrier role – they can serve as hosts to hy-
drophilic molecules inside their cavities or to hydrophobic molecules
in their membranes9,55. Due to the low entropy of mixing of poly-
mers, polymersomes possess higher chemical and physical stability
than their lipid-based compartments (liposomes), whilst low immuno-
genicity similar to liposomes can be achieved, thus meeting essential
requirements for advanced technological applications55,56. In addi-
tion, their chemical versatility makes it possible to tune properties,
such as wall thickness, polarity, toxicity or stimuli-responsiveness50.
In a further step to designing functional systems, polymersomes serve
as compartments for in situ reactions at the nanoscale, and for the
development of nanoreactors, nanodevices, and artificial organelles16.
Compared to drug delivery systems, where the payload is released
mainly by degradation of the polymersomes or by stimuli-responsive
change of shape, the concepts of nanoreactors and artificial organelles
require a preserved architecture to simultaneously protect the active
compounds (enzymes, proteins, mimics), and allow their actions in
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situ16,57.
Figure 1.6: Schematic presentation of the
cargo-loading concepts in case of lipo-
somes (left) and polymersomes (right).
Both systems are able to transport and
deliver hydrophobic cargo in their mem-
brane as well as hydrophilic in the aque-
ous core. The membrane of both vesicles
can furthermore be modified to enhance
targeting and recognition. In contrast
to liposomes, polymersomes exhibit in-
creased physicochemical stability and
offer more ways to modify its building
blocks. From Palivan et al. 1 .
In this respect, reactions inside polymersomes, or multicompartment-
polymersomes require the polymersomes to possess specific proper-
ties: i) sufficient encapsulation of active compounds, ii) membrane
impermeability for encapsulated compounds, iii) permeability for
substrates/products, and iv) stability in various environmental condi-
tions characteristic for desired applications. Two topological regions
need to be considered for a polymer membrane to act as matrix for
accommodating a biomolecule: the mono- or bilayer, and the surface
exposed to the environment. Each domain has to mimic the properties
of a biological membrane to serve as a template for biomolecules8,58.
Increased mechanic stability either in polymersomes or as planar
membranes, results from the formation of thicker membranes, which
can be 2 – 10 times that of phospholipid bilayers. This leads to a
large mismatch between the membrane thickness and the size of the
biomolecules, which could significantly affect the insertion, mobility
and functionality of the biomolecules. Theoretical calculations have
indicated that synthetic membranes are capable of adjusting their
thickness to the size of the membrane inclusion / protein with a
hydrophobic mismatch of 1.3 nm59. However, recent studies have
shown that biomolecules (biopores or membrane proteins) remain
functional in membranes up to 6 times thicker than the height of
biomolecules60,34,61,62,28. Insertion of biomolecules, ranging from
short peptides that self-assemble into pores62 to large transmem-
brane ion channel porins34,28 represents an approach for increasing
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membrane permeability that is similar to cell membranes. Moreover,
very recently the properties of polymer membranes have been var-
ied via polymer libraries in order to establish their effects on the
lateral mobility of inserted biomolecules, and to understand which
membrane properties are crucial for successful biomolecule inser-
tion54. The other topological domain of a membrane is its surface,
the properties of which are essential for interactions with biological
molecules via molecular recognition, or conversely, to avoid inter-
actions that could lead to decreased circulation times of polymeric
carriers in the blood stream. Molecular recognition at surfaces as a
key biological process that is accomplished by specific affinity tags
is now the focus for potential industrial and medical applications,
such as the purification and immobilization of biomolecules63, la-
belling of proteins64, and 2D-crystallization65,66. In order to study
recognition processes at a molecular level, an efficient approach is to
introduce simplified systems, as for example metals that serve as coor-
dination centres with different ligands to provide open coordination
sites to favour stable immobilization of biomolecules similar to those
in nature67,68. Specific molecules involved in molecular recognition
interactions (biotin-streptavidin, antibody-antigen, Me-NTA-his tag
proteins, etc.) have been used to decorate polymer membranes for
targeting approaches or for immobilization of nanoreactors on solid
supports69,70. In the next sections we describe how the decoration of
polymer membranes/compartments with biomolecules is achieved
to create hybrid membranes/systems with improved properties and
functionality.
Modified polymer membranes In addition to the use of intrinsic
stimuli-responsive polymers, another strategy for designing respon-
sive polymersomes is based on the incorporation of naturally respon-
sive biomolecules (proteins, enzymes, DNA, etc.) into such synthetic
matrices. Because of their similarity to cellular membranes, vesicles
composed of phospholipids, called liposomes, have been the focus of
research for decades71,72,73. However, despite good biocompatibility
they lack long-term structural stability29,72,73 and these drawbacks
have hindered their industrial use and limited their medical applica-
tions. In order to create compatible polymersomes, it is possible to
incorporate enzymes, which can perform desired reactions in the inte-
rior compartment, and/or surface modifications to enhance molecular
recognition8,74. Furthermore, it is possible to reconstitute membrane
proteins in the membrane, or to covalently bind biological moieties to
membrane forming polymers. Since membrane proteins play a crucial
role in fundamental cell processes, ranging from transportation, gra-
dient formation, to signalling75,76,25,77, an improved understanding
is required to create systems with complex functionalities, such as
artificial organelles and nanoreactors. Furthermore, these systems aim
to mimic cellular membranes, its compartments or protocells. In the
following sections, the current approaches to create polymersomes
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with decoration of biomolecules are presented. By chemically cou-
pling biomolecules to block copolymers, systems have been achieved
that can be triggered or possess enhanced stability in biologically
relevant conditions. Further, recognition and targeting can be greatly
improved when ligands are presented on the vesicle surface. Sev-
eral techniques are known to attach and expose biomolecules on the
surfaces of polymersomes, which can be categorized based on pre-
or post-modification of vesicles78. Modification of polymers with
biomolecules before self-assembly simplifies the procedure, but its
impact on the self-assembly and cargo loading have to be evaluated
carefully. In contrast, post-modification of vesicles adds additional
steps to the vesicle preparation procedure and in certain cases the
functional molecule serving for biomolecule attachment may be hid-
den in the membrane after the preparation procedure of vesicles and
thus decrease the functionalization efficiency. For pre-modification of
polymers, biomolecules are either attached to the hydrophilic block
of block copolymers before self-assembly78 or are used as one of
the hydrophilic79 or hydrophobic blocks80,81. Examples of attached
biomolecules are polysaccharides, such as dextran and heparin79,82,
polypeptides80,83, and water soluble green fluorescent protein84. Mod-
ification of a hydrophilic polymer block with peptides has resulted
in the production of a new class of chimeric polymersomes, called
pepsomes. Depending on the polypeptide, systems were responsive
to stimuli, such as pH change, and the presence of glucose80,81. Block
copolymers composed of the thermoresponsive polymer PNIPAM
and the green fluorescent protein variant amilFP497 assemble into
polymersomes when heated above 37°C84. Combining this novel
bioconjugate with the fluorescent anticancer drug DOX and the light
harvesting protein phycoerythrin 545 (PE545), resulted in the genera-
tion of a system that allows spatial localization of the encapsulated
cargo within the polymersome by using fluorescence lifetime imaging
and Förster resonance energy transfer (FLIM-FRET)84. Polypeptides
with carbohydrate moieties have been developed for delivery with
enhanced biocompatibility82,85. Their exposed peptides are recog-
nized by specific proteins and enable improved cellular recognition85
and drug release due to enzymatic cleavage82. Another polymeric
platform that was introduced are polyion complexes composed of
PEO-block-polypeptide, which are able to self-assemble into a vesicular
structure (PICsomes). The PICsomes exhibited sufficient stability in
physiological conditions even without crosslinking, and furthermore
are sufficiently permeable for diffusion of small substrates through
the membrane86. This allowed their use as a reaction compartment by
encapsulating an enzyme for which the substrate and product could
diffuse through the membrane. Further improvements in the ability
of polymersomes to interface with biomolecules have been demon-
strated by the attachment of Cu(II)-trisNTA to PB-b-PEO68,87,88. The
metal-functionalized polymers preserved their ability to assemble into
vesicles, and allowed specific binding of His-tag modified proteins to
the polymersome surface87. Because of the well-established protocols
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for His-tag modification of proteins, this approach could potentially
serve as a platform for further protein decoration of polymersomes.
In contrast to the examples described above, targeting of colon cancer
cells has been achieved by linking fibronectin mimetic peptides to
vesicles after formation of vesicles in an aqueous environment89. In
a similar study, tumour cell targeting was enhanced by linking a
synthetic peptide to the polymer90.
Figure 1.7: Overview of the different
hybrid vesicular structures that can be
obtained according to the molar compo-
sition (polymer/lipid molar ratio) and
thermodynamic phase of the phospho-
lipid. Sketches on the top lines illustrate
the different cases obtained by study
of the epi- or confocal fluorescence
microscopy images. From Le Meins
et al. 91 .
Lipid polymer hybrid membranes After discussing the particular
characteristics of lipids and polymers as building blocks for synthetic
membranes, a logical step is the study of their mixture towards the
assembly of hybrid membranes. Even though the two materials rely
on similar self-assembly mechanisms, the differences in membrane
thickness, stability, fluidity,chemical versatility and permeability are
strong (see table 1.1, p. 23). The ability to intermix with each other is
hindered especially by differences in molecular weight, block length
and the resulting hydrophobic mismatch. Mixing a PDMS-b-PEO
diblock copolymer with the lipid POPC at a ratio of 25/75 resulted
into the formation of polymeric domains inside lipid vesicles92. The
different membrane curvature of the two domains resulted in the
observation of a vesicle budding process over time. This ultimately
lead to the formation of two separate vesicles, one polymer based
and one lipid based92. On the other hand, inverting the ratio between
polymer and lipid (75 % POPC and 25 % PDMS-b-PEO) led to ho-
mogeneous hybrid vesicles92,93. A main advantage of such a hybrid
system is that the lipid domain would be the natural and preferable
acceptor of a membrane protein, whereas the polymer would provide
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a robust scaffold for the structure. This way would take advantage
of the stability of block copolymers and the biocompatibility of the
lipid membrane. A successful study has been made on planar hybrid
membranes and showed the preference of the membrane protein
towards the lipid domain94.
1.2 Membrane proteins
Membrane proteins fulfill vital tasks in cells, being it cellu-
lar communication, transport of substrates in and out of the cells,
adhesion and movement of the cells or generating electrochemical gra-
dients necessary for various metabolic processes. About a quarter of
the genome of various organisms encodes for membrane proteins95,25.
Combination of the number of predicted membrane proteins by bioin-
formatics with their functions in cells explains the still increasing
interest of science and industry in their structure and function. One
of the main motivation is to use the generated knowledge in the
development of new drugs but also in designing novel devices in
synthetic biology as described in section 496,23,74. Nevertheless, ideas
for possible applications and profound knowledge about membrane
proteins are still diverging at a large scale. The known structures
of membrane proteins in protein data bases is less than 1% and the
number is even lower in terms of mechanistic information. In case
of eukaryotic cells, the structure of only two membrane proteins
has been revealed: aquaporin and rhodopsin95,26. The light sensi-
tive rhodopsin protein family is one of the most interesting ones, as
their members fulfill quite different tasks but still share very similar
structural features, depending on the organism they originate from.
They are divided into two subfamilies: type I and type II rhodopsins,
whereby type I rhodopsins are called microbial rhodopsins and type
II animal rhodopsins. Both families share structural features, like
the seven transmembrane -helices and the requirement of retinal, a
light absorbing cofactor97. However, the sequences of the two fam-
ilies share practically no similarity and it is believed that both may
have developed independently and distribution of the corresponding
gene has taken place via horizontal gene transfer. Type II rhodopsins
are only found in higher eukaryotes, utilize 13-cis-retinal in their
binding pocket and function as G-protein-coupled-receptors (GPCRs)
responsible for vision in the human eye. Type I rhodopsins are found
among bacteria, algae and fungi and utilize all-trans-retinal. They
function as light-driven transporters or photoreceptors as shown in
figure 1.8. Their function as chloride ion pumps or receptors is de-
tailed elsewhere98, the present work focuses on their ability to pump
protons97,99,100.
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Figure 1.8: Overview of type I
rhodopsins. BR pumps protons from the
interior to the exterior of the cell, build-
ing up a proton gradient. HR actively
transports chloride ions into the cell and
ChR conducts cations in both directions,
but always along an electrochemical gra-
dient. SR activates its attached His ki-
nase upon illumination. Figure taken
from Zhang et al. 97 .
1.2.1 Light driven proton pumps
Many bioenergetic processes in cells depend on the presence
of electrochemical gradients. The probably best-known is the proton
motive force (pmf) which drives the synthesis of ATP via the enzyme
ATP-synthase. Bacteriorhodopsin (BR), a type I rhodopsin, was dis-
covered in Halobacterium halobium in 1971 and works as a light-driven
proton pump and allows the survival under low oxygen conditions101.
BR has been studied intensely over the last decades regarding its struc-
ture, function and possible applications in biotechnology and novel
devices. Even though it now serves as a model for proton pumps
due to high resolution crystal structures and understanding of the
proton pumping mechanism, its application has never left the proof
of concept scale. One of the reason for this shortcoming is, that it
has not been possible so far to express it as a recombinant protein.
Thus its production in large quantities and its modification on a DNA
level has not been achieved, because the tools for genetic and protein
engineering are not as sufficiently developed for H. halobium than
for Escherichia coli for example100,75. In 2000, Béjà and coworkers
discovered a type I rhodopsin in the genome of an uncultivated ma-
rine bacterium which became known by the name Proteorhodopsin
(PR)99. PR shares structural and functional similarities with BR, most
importantly it is also able to pump protons. Indeed phylogenetic
analysis revealed that PR represents its own branch compared to BR
and a horizontal gene transfer is likely to have happened100. The fam-
ily of proteorhodopsins is now one of the largest known rhodopsin
families, with over 4000 members discovered so far. They are divided
in two categories: blue light-absorbing (λmax 490 nm) and green
light-absorbing (λmax 520 nm), according to the absorption maxi-
mum of the bound retinal100,102. The two distinct absorption maxima
are believed to be adapted to the water depth the microorganisms
are living in and the phototrophy mediated by PR has a substantial
impact on energy and CO2 flux in the oceans103,104. Besides their
similarities in structure and function, there are distinct differences
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which will be explained in detail in the following and are important
to understand for their use in synthetic devices.
1.2.2 Bacteriorhodopsing and proteorhodopsin
Figure 1.9: Schematic presentation of the
photocycle of BR and PR. The numbers
refer to the absorption wavelength of the
corresponding step and the dashed red
line indicates the extracellular proton
release and uptake 97,102.
Photocycle The ability to translocate protons from the interior
of a cell to its outside is the main function of BR and PR. In order
to achieve this goal, a series of conformational changes take place
as a photon is absorbed by all-trans-retinal. This process is called
photocycle and displayed in Figure 1.9 for both BR and PR. In case of
BR, the absorption of a photon with a wavelength of 568 nm starts
the cycle (Figure 1.9, top) which in the following causes a series of
photochemical reactions to take place and induces isomerization of
all-trans- retinal to 13-cis-retinal. Each step in this sequence (L, M,
N and O) has a characteristic absorption maximum and decay time,
caused by the different isomerization states of the bound retinal and
its environment. The proton is released during the transition from
the L to the M state on the extracellular side and taken up on the
cytoplasmic side during the transition from the M to the N state97.
The photocycle of PR (Figure 1.9, bottom) looks very similar, however,
the absorption maximum in the beginning (λ = 525 nm) and during
the single steps of the cycle are different. The proton release happens
during the transition of PR to the K/L state and the uptake, still a
question of debate, during the transition of the M to the N state or
from the N to the dark-state PR102. The reason for this difference lies
in the amino acid sequences of the two proteins. By comparing these
two sequences of the two proteins, it becomes obvious that they do
not align well and they probably evolved independently105. BR has a
sequence length of 262 amino acids and PR one of 249 amino acids.
However, certain features are conserved in the sequence, especially the
residues involved in proton transfer. The proton transfer is caused by
the photoisomerization of all-trans-retinal, which is bound covalently
at position Lys216, forming the retinal Schiff base (RSB). This binding
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pocket is highly conserved and found in both proteins105,97. Upon
the induced conformational change, a proton is transfered to Asp85
(proton acceptor) and released onwards. A new proton is taken up
by Asp96 (proton donor) and reprotonates the RSB and the cycle
repeats97. The residues Asp85 and Asp96 are replaced by Glu108
(Asp96 in BR) and Asp97 (Asp85 in BR) in PR. The spectral properties
are heavily influenced by the ionic environment of the RSB and its
protonation state. The red-shift of the absorption maximum from 568
nm (BR) to 525 nm (PR) is due the different pKa values of the residues.
With a pKa of 7.7, Asp97 is more basic than its counterpart Asp85 in
BR with a pKa of 2.5106,107. The pKa values also dictate the pH range
in which the two proteins are functional. PR seems to be adapted to
its marine environment and functions best at a pH around 8, whereas
BR can function at more acidic pH values around 6, which is not the
case for PR107. Hence, depending on the chosen light-driven proton
pump, the working range of a proto-cell would be limited in terms of
pH range and illumination wavelength.
Figure 1.10: Alignment of the three di-
mensional structures of BR (grey) and
PR (green). Graphic created using the
software PyMol, utilizing the structural
data provided by the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) entries 1M0K (BR) and 2L6X (PR).
Molecular Structure Besides these differences in secondary struc-
ture (see section 1.2.2), the tertiary structure of the two proteins is
highly similar. High resolution crystal structures are available for BR,
but not for PR so far. Due to their similar functions, the predictions
from homology modeling have been accurate so far26,108. As can be
seen from Figure 1.10, BR and PR have a similar structure. Both are
composed of the characteristic seven transmembrane -helices, which
accounts for most of the protein. The RSB is located in the center of
the structure where also the proton transition takes place. The ar-
rangement of the transmembrane helices leads to a surprising stability
in terms of membrane proteins. Unfolding experiments using single-
molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) of BR revealed that the atomic
interactions between the helices lead to pairwise extraction, namely
helix E and D, then C in a step-by-step and B in a all-or-none manner.
This behavior was also observed in case of PR and is proposed to
be the inverse of the folding into the membrane104,109.Imaging done
via atomic force microscopy (AFM) was able to give an insight into
the packaging of BR and PR in a membrane environment. In its
native membrane environment, the so called purple membrane of
H. salinarium, the single BR molecules assemble in a trimeric pattern
(see Figure 1.11 a). Three trimers are organized in a hexagonal lattice
structure with a side length of about 6 nm and cover a membrane area
of about 17 nm2 109. It is known from literature that this assembly
is required for BR to function properly. Lipid-protein, as well as
the protein-protein, interactions in the trimer have an impact on the
photocycle, slowing it down when missing95,110. PR (Figure 1.11 b)
assembles in a different pattern. AFM imaging revealed a donut-like
shape of the assembled PR molecules in a hexagonal lattice with a
side length of about 9 nm, covering a surface of about 33 nm2. In
contrast to BR, PR assembles into penta- or hexamers in a radial man-
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ner. It has been suggested that the higher amount of PR molecules is
necessary to compensate the slower photocycle of PR compared to BR
and the radial distribution accommodates the polarization of incident
light in the ocean104. Like BR, the photocycle of PR requires this
form of assembly and membrane-protein interactions, as a distinct
slow-down of the photocycle has been observed in PR monomers102.
Calculations indicate that both proteins are present at a similar level,
2.4·104 molecules per cell, when expressed in E. coli (PR) or in the
purple membrane (BR)103. In order to function properly in a syn-
thetic environment, the structure and molecular arrangement has to
be conserved during the assembly process.
Figure 1.11: AFM topography of BR (a)
and PR (b). BR is packed in the purple
membrane and the trimeric assembly
is outlined in white. PR assembles in
radial hexamers and PR molecules are
outlined in white and blue, indicating
two possible orientations. Figure taken
from Klyszejko et al. 104 .
1.3 Membrane protein reconstitution
1.3.1 Approaches
There are four basic strategies concerning the reconstitution of
proteins into liposomes which have been used over the decades.
Those are mechanical means, freeze-thawing, organic solvents and
detergents25,110.
Mechanical means The basic principle of reconstituting membrane
proteins into vesicles by mechanical means is that heterogeneous
mixture of multilamelar membranes is brought to a homogeneous
population by the application of some mechanical force. Usually in the
presence of a membrane protein. Common ways are by sonication and
high pressure (e.g. via french press). However, the high energy input
usually leads to fast and irreversible denaturation of the membrane
proteins110.
Freeze-thawing Similar to mechanical methods, freeze-thawing
also starts off at preformed vesicles which undergo together with the
membrane protein several rapid freezing and thawing cycles. During
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the freezing process, water molecules crystallize on the membrane
interface and break up the organization of the membrane. During
thawing the reassembly is taking place and provides the membrane
protein a chance to integrate into the membrane110. This method
can be combined with sonication and does not stress the membrane
protein much but is prone to strong randomization of the membrane
proteins’ orientation110.
Organic solvents Amphiphilic molecules like phospholipids usu-
ally have a good solubility in organic solvents like chloroform or
ethanol. Diluting the organic mixture dropwise into water leads to
spontaneous formation of micelles and vesicles as the membrane
molecules need to protect the hydrophobic parts. If membrane pro-
teins are present during that process, their hydrophobic core incor-
porates into the forming structures. The biggest drawback of that
method is the need to solubilize the membrane protein in an organic
solvent. Only extremely stable membrane proteins like OmpF survive
that process. Furthermore, it proves to be hard to remove the residual
traces of the organic solvent which can influence the functionality of
the formed structures110.
1.3.2 Detergent mediated reconstitution
As most of these methods lead to the degradation and denatura-
tion of many membrane proteins and at the same time, membrane
proteins are commonly purified by the use of detergents the most
successful and frequently used strategy for proteoliposomes prepa-
ration is the detergent-mediated technique25,26. Here, the protein is
first solubilized with lipids and the appropriate detergent in order to
form a solution of lipid-protein-detergent and lipid-detergent micelles.
Next, the detergent is removed, resulting in vesicle formation with
inserted protein110. In 1995, Rigaud et al. 110 published a strategy to
reconstitute membrane proteins by a stepwise solubilization of pre-
formed liposomes (Figure 1.15). This technique allows experimental
monitoring of the mechanism by which the protein interacts with lipid
membrane. The results indicate that the reconstitution of proteins
into liposomes can be described as a three stage process: In stage I,
the monomeric detergent molecules saturate the liposome membrane
while the structure of the vesicle remains intact. A structural transi-
tion occurs in stage II, as the detergent-saturated liposomes start to
dissolve into binary detergent-phospholipid micelles. In stage III, the
transition is completed and only micelles are present. The detergent
removal process can be seen as the mirror image of the solubiliza-
tion process25. The basic idea of this strategy is to add the protein
add different solubilization steps and perform the detergent removal
to induce the reconstitution. The result of each point is measured
and analyzed and thus an optimal composition for the functional
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Figure 1.12: Schematic representation of
Rigaud et al.’s strategy for membrane
protein reconstitution. A) Stepwise solu-
bilization of preformed liposomes. The
three stages I, II, III and their corre-
sponding change in optical density are
shown in the upper panel. B) The pro-
tein is added at each step of the lamellar
to micellar transition. C) Detergent re-
moval drives the reconstitution and for-
mation of proteovesicles. Figure from
Rigaud et al. 110 .
reconstitution of a membrane protein can be found110,25.The deter-
gent removal is a critical step and the applied technique strongly
depends on the selected detergent. One can distinguish between
high cmc detergents, which form small micelles (like n-Octyl-β-D-
Glucopyranoside), and low cmc detergents, which form large micelles
(like n-Dodecyl-β-D-Maltopyranoside)26. In case of high cmc deter-
gents, gel chromatography, dialysis and hydrophobic adsorption can
be applied, whereas dialysis is the most commonly used. During dial-
ysis the detergent is diluted to concentration values below the cmc,
resulting in the disintegration of the micelles to individual detergent
monomers26.
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1.3.3 Insertion of membrane proteins into the membrane of polymer
vesicles
Insertion of membrane proteins into membranes is a more
delicate task, and successful reconstitution usually takes years to
be developed, especially in the case of sensitive membrane proteins,
which rapidly denature in any environment that is slightly different
from the biological one26. First reconstitution trials are usually per-
formed in lipid membranes because being significantly thinner (3-5
nm thickness), they are closer to the natural cellular membrane envi-
ronment. Procedures to reconstitute a membrane protein have been
in development for the last two decades and underlying mechanisms
have been investigated25. The most common method for reconstitu-
tion of membrane proteins in lipid membranes relies on the use of
detergents, which serve both as a stabilizer for the water-insoluble
membrane proteins, and as a mediator during their insertion into the
membrane111,112,113. Then, removal of the detergent by dialysis or
addition of biobeads leads to re-formation of closed liposomes with
the membrane protein incorporated. Procedures with respect to the
lipids used, detergents, detergent removal, etc. usually have to be
developed for each individual membrane protein25,26. When polymer-
somes are designed to serve as reaction compartments, such as in the
development of nanoreactors, nanodevices and artificial organelles,
the permeability of their membrane is a crucial property. This should
allow transport of reactants through (substrates and products) in
order to fulfil the in situ reaction. There are various approaches to
obtain polymersomes with permeable membranes: i) use of polymer
forming porous membranes114, ii) use of polymer forming mem-
branes with permeability to specific ions, such as oxygen species115,
iii) chemical treatment of membranes to induce pore formation116,
and iv) insertion of pores or membrane proteins60,62,77. The approach
involves insertion of transmembrane proteins and pores, as in cell
membranes75,76,26. Successful insertion of the small pore forming pep-
tide gramicidin in polymer membranes based on PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-
PMOXA enables diffusion of protons, Na+ and K+ ions through it,
whilst preserving the polymersome architecture62. These examples
indicate that it is possible to functionally insert small biopores in thick
polymer membranes, with thickness up to 6 times larger than the
biomolecule if the membrane has appropriate properties. The most
obvious difference between lipid membranes and those formed by
self-assembly of copolymers is the latter’s higher molecular weight,
which is usually in the range of two to five times greater29, and leads
to much thicker membranes (Table 1.1). Therefore the properties of
synthetic membranes and their interactions with detergent molecules
are different. A bilayer based on diblock copolymers cannot relieve
the tension induced by detergent integration in a flip-flop mecha-
nism that is common with lipids117. Different stages of interaction
between synthetic self-assembled supramolecular structures and de-
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tergents correspond to a co-existence of polymersomes and detergent
micelles, whilst further increases of detergent concentrations induce
membrane dissolution, as the most likely mechanism to relieve the
surface tension117. Therefore, the procedures for membrane protein
reconstitution in lipid membranes may not be appropriate for syn-
thetic membranes, or at least not easily adapted. Moreover, there
is still a shortage of extensive data on the interactions of different
types of block copolymer (e.g. diblock, triblock) and different block
compositions with detergent classes. The increased hydrophobic
mismatch between the hydrophobic block of the copolymer and the
membrane protein represents an additional problem, since the hy-
drophobic domains of membrane proteins are adapted to their lipid
environments, and depending of the protein, are around 2-4 nm in
size24. However, it has been shown that various membrane proteins
can be successfully inserted into polymer membranes, if the polymer
chains are sufficiently flexible to adjust the hydrophobic domain of
the membrane near the protein to the size of the protein59,34,28,54.
Figure 1.13: Dependence of the diffu-
sion coefficient D to the membrane thick-
ness d. The power law dependence
(dashed line) highlights the decrease
of increasing molecular weight of the
membrane building blocks and thus in-
creasing membrane thickness. Depend-
ing on their thickness and thus rigidity,
the diffusion coefficient can be close to
phospholipid membranes. The mem-
brane proteins AqpZ, OmpF and KcsA
where tested in triblock copolymer mem-
branes of different thickness and their
lateral diffusion was measured. Com-
pared to lipid membranes, their mobility
in the membranedecreased due to the
increased membrane thickness. From
Palivan et al. 1 .
Adjustment of the thickness of synthetic membranes to the protein
size is limited to a certain thickness as has been demonstrated by
insertion of gramicidin (2 nm size) in PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-PMOXA
membranes up to, but not greater than, 13.2 nm thickness62. Mem-
brane thickness and copolymer flexibility are key factors for successful
membrane protein insertion62. Very recently, the lateral movement
of various membrane proteins within GUV membranes of a library
of PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-PMOXA triblock copolymers was found to be
similar to their diffusion in lipid bilayers but at a timescale, which
is an order of magnitude slower54. When membrane proteins have
to be inserted in thick synthetic membranes, and also preserve their
functionality, the membrane thickness combined with its flexibility
represents a crucial molecular parameter. The first successful recon-
stitution of a membrane protein was that of the highly stable porin,
outer membrane protein F (OmpF) into PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-PMOXA
triblock copolymer membranes28. During the formation of vesicles
OmpF was inserted into the membrane and allowed diffusion of
molecules up to 600 Da into the inner cavity. Similarly, the alpha-
helical model protein bacteriorhodopsin (BR) has been reconstituted
in PEtOz-b-PDMS-b-PEtOz polymersomes during the self-assembly
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process77,118. These examples are based on integration of the mem-
brane protein during assembly of the synthetic membrane assembly,
but a different approach has been used for the reconstitution of a
very sensitive membrane protein, complex I, into polymersome mem-
branes: the protein was inserted into preformed polymersomes by
destabilization of the membrane with small amounts of detergent
Triton X-100 followed by removal of detergent61. This approach al-
lowed protein insertion with a desired orientation, and serving for
electron transport from the environment of the polymersomes in-
side the membrane. Indeed, the final orientation of a protein in a
membrane can be crucial for its functionality, as for example when
electrochemical gradients are formed. In order to orient a protein, one
can exploit structural features such as its shape119 or large hydrophilic
domains61,118. For other proteins, as for example proteorhodopsin
(PR), insertion can be guided by charges on the membrane surface120.
In this respect, polymers with charged head groups may be used to
guide protein reconstitution in polymersomes. An alternative way
to guide proteins into membranes was shown by the use of asym-
metric block copolymers (ABC type) together with the membrane
protein aquaporin (AqpZ). By using two different hydrophilic blocks,
the formed membrane induced a preferential orientation of the pro-
tein121. These examples demonstrate the possibility of tailoring block
copolymers for controlling the orientation of membrane proteins, and
helping to achieve functional reconstitution. However, investigations
of the requirements for polymer membranes and their properties that
allow membrane protein reconstitution is still at an early stage of
research, and systematic studies on libraries of various copolymer
types have not been performed.
1.4 Design of experiments
Figure 1.14: Example of an experimental
design. From Lawson and Erjavec 122 .
Figure 1.15: Schematic presentation of
an OFAT experiment with two factors
and three runs and two factor factorial
design with the same factors. Factor
settings are presented in the left table
and their corresponding points in
parameter space on the right. From
https://www.qualitydigest.com/inside/quality-
insider-article/understanding-design-
experiments.html.
Statistical design of experiments (DoE) is a powerful approach
to optimize processes. In general, this approach involves all stages
during the selection of the experiments when testing a hypotheses.
That includes the choice of the experimental subjects, measurements
and measuring instruments123. The simplest and traditional method
used by researchers and engineers is the one-factor- at-a-time (OFAT
or OVAT) strategy. This method selects a starting point, called base
line set of levels, for each factor and then varies one factor at a time
over its range. This approach requires high amount of resources (ex-
periments, time, material) and fails to detect any possible interactions
between the factors due to the underlying assumption of independent
factors123,124. In 1926, the British statistician R. A. Fisher proposed an
innovative methodology for designing experiments, called factorial
design. This strategy can detect interactions between the factors, by
varying them all together at the same time. The objective of this
design is to identify the interdependency between changes in system
outputs (responses) and system inputs factors124,125,126. In Figure
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1.15, the OFAT approach is visualized in the upper row, whereas
the lower row shows the corresponding factorial design. Notice that
due to lack of (1, 1) combination, no information about possible in-
teractions can be generated.124. Over the last years, this systematic
approach started to be used by life science researchers. One of the
more complex designs is the response surface methodology (RSM).
This methodology was published by G. Box and coworkers in 1951127.
RSM is a collection of mathematical and statistical techniques which
technique aims to optimize the responses which are influenced by
several variables. When applying RSM as an optimization technique
some steps need to be followed128,129,130.
Figure 1.16: The process of knowledge
gained over the course of experimenta-
tion. From Lawson and Erjavec 122 .
Screening analysis Selection of independent factors with major effects
on the system through screening studies and the delimitation of the
experimental region. This is based on the study and the experience
of the researcher.
Choice of the experimental design RSM approximates a complex unknown
function with a low-order polynomial, commonly a first-order or a
second-order model130.
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with y = Response, x = Factors, β = Coe f f icient
A first-order model (Equation (1.1)) is used if the response can
be defined by a linear function of independent variables. On the
other hand, if there is a curvature in the response surface, then the
second-order model should be used (Equation (1.2)). In this model,
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the first sum represents all linear terms, the second all quadratic
terms and the last sum the interaction terms.
The method of least square This technique generates a mathematic–statistical
treatment of the obtained experimental data through the fit of the
polynomial function previously chosen and the estimation of the
polynomial parameters (β0, βi, βij, ...). Least squares means that
the overall solution minimizes the sum of the squares of the errors
made in the results of every single equation131.
Evaluation of the model Select the necessary optimal design measure-
ments in order to compare the estimation and prediction of the
design. The design allows to understand the topography of the
response surface (local maximum, local minimum, ridge lines) and
finding the region where the optimal response occurs128,129,130.
1.5 Examples of the application for synthetic biology
Reaction compartments Polymersomes containing active com-
pounds (proteins, enzymes, mimics) have been developed to serve
as nanoreactors60,28,132,133, or as artificial organelles inside cells6,7,118.
For example, nanoreactors containing an enzyme were able to pro-
duce antibiotics on demand both in solution and when immobilized
on surfaces69,134. The catalytically active species are usually one
or more enzymes, or mimics, which are encapsulated during the
vesicle formation process. For example, HRP7 and laccase115 were
shown to catalyse substrate conversion in the interior of polymer-
somes. Encapsulation of enzymes provides the advantage of work-
ing in a protected environment and avoids degradation by pro-
teases or the influence of factors such as pH or ion concentrations.
However, the greater the protection provided by the polymer mem-
brane, the lower the exchange to the exterior, e.g. diffusion of
substrates and products into and out of the polymersomes. In
order to circumvent this hindrance, either permeable membranes
are used, or they are permeabilised by various methods. The poly-
mer membrane itself is either permeable towards the substrate in
general due to its composition114,115,118 or permeability can be trig-
gered by an external stimulus such as pH. Poly(N-vinyl-pyrrolidone)-
block-poly(dimethylsiloxane)-block-poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone) (PNVP-
b-PDMS-b-PNVP) based polymersomes are permeable towards re-
active oxygen species (ROS), and allow their diffusion through the
membrane115. Using PEG for the hydrophilic block, and a statisti-
cal mixture of a pH-sensitive poly(diethylaminoethyl methacrylate)
(PDEAEM) and a photo-cross-linkable poly(3,4-dimethyl maleic imido
butyl methacrylate) (PDMIBM) for the hydrophobic block, triggerable
polymersomes were formed. Crosslinking of the PDMIBM blocks
allows the structure of polymersomes to be preserved, and mem-
brane permeability increased116. The drawback of these approaches
is their non-specificity. Moreover, when a strong pH change (e.g.
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from 6 to 8)116 is required, it can strongly influence or completely
inhibit enzymatic activity. A possible approach is the encapsulation
of desired enzymes together with the reconstitution of a membrane
protein, which facilitates the transport of the substrate6,134,133,135. In
this case, substrate transport can be highly specific depending on the
employed membrane proteins. However, fabrication of these systems
gets more difficult as their complexity increases. Appropriate con-
ditions must be chosen to ensure preservation of enzymatic activity
during encapsulation, and at the same time to allow reconstitution of
the membrane protein. So far, this has only been realized with model
proteins, such as OmpF6,136,134,133,135,137, FhuA138 and biopores62. Us-
ing more than one enzyme to facilitate cascade reactions in confined
spaces increases the complexity of the systems116,139. Cascades can be
created by encapsulating one enzyme in a polymersome, which pro-
vides the substrate for one outside (or vice versa), co-encapsulation
of both enzymes or encapsulation in separate polymersomes114,116.
Similar to co-encapsulation of two different enzymes, a three step
cascade reaction has been realized in a single polymersome139. A
more biological approach for immobilization of a protein on the mem-
brane was developed by fusing the amphiphilic Cecropin A peptide to
enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) where Cecropin A serves
as an anchor in the polymer membrane140. Cellular processes make
great use of spatial separation for control of biochemical reactions.
Various nanoreactors have been produced with biomolecules encap-
sulated/entrapped inside6,7,77,28,118,141,142. PNVP-b-PDMS-b-PNVP
triblock copolymers were used to encapsulate laccase from Tram-
etes versicolor. The substrate 2,2’-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-
6-sulphonic acid) (ABTS) was co-encapsulated and served to allow
in situ reaction. This process produced ROS, which diffused through
the membrane, and oxidized ABTS in the vicinity of the polymer-
somes115. In order to detoxify the well-known ROS, peroxynitrites,
and simultaneously function for oxygen storage, a nanoreactor has
been designed based on encapsulation of hemoglobin (Hb)137. In an-
other example of a nanoreactor, an artificial metalloenzyme located in
the inner cavity of polymersomes, permeabilised by the reconstitution
of OmpF, was able to fulfil in situ its bioactivity133. The enzyme -gal
preserved its activity inside PICsomes, which allowed the diffusion of
the substrates and products through their membrane86,143. Polymer-
somes have been used to build cascade reaction systems. For example,
PS-b-PIAT compartments allow diffusion of small molecules, and have
been used to encapsulate two enzymes, GOx and HRP114. The perox-
ide generated from GOx was then utilized by HRP for conversion of
ABTS. A three-enzyme cascade reaction is also possible, by using the
combination of CalB, GOx and HRP located in different regions of the
polymersome139. Although these examples are still model systems,
they demonstrate the feasibility of creating nanoreactors and the abil-
ity to conduct cascade reactions. Furthermore, recent examples have
demonstrated the use of this concept for distinct applications. ROS
are generated in cells as a result of stress and lead to cell death if
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they reach critical concentrations6,136. In order to protect cells from
ROS, two enzymes SOD and LPO/catalase were encapsulated in a
PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-PMOXA polymersome, with membranes perme-
abilised by the reconstitution of OmpF to mimic a natural peroxisome;
the two enzymes acted in tandem to detoxify superoxide radicals and
related H2O2136,144. A completely different type of nanoreactor was
used to generate ROS on demand for use in photodynamic therapy.
The photosensitizer Rose Bengal-bovine serum albumin (RB-BSA) en-
capsulated inside polymersomes with oxygen permeable membranes
produced ROS in a light-responsive manner. The nanoreactor acted
like a Trojan horse as it was taken up by HeLa cells with no cell
toxicity on its own. However, upon irradiation at a wavelength of 543
nm, it produced ROS, which then led to cell death6. Nanoreactors
have also been used for local antibiotic production to combat bacterial
infections in implants. The encapsulated enzyme, penicillin acylase,
was able to produce antibiotics under physiological conditions and to
inhibit bacterial growth for up to 7 days69,134.
Figure 1.17: Penicillin acylase nanore-
actor, which catalyzes the conversion
of its substrates into cephalexin (left).
The reaction curves (right) show the cat-
alytic activity of the encapsulated peni-
cillin acylase over 1 week. From Palivan
et al. 1 .
However, the design of nanoreactors has been limited by the avail-
ability and compatibility of building blocks, especially regarding
membrane proteins; mainly OmpF has been used, and this permits
passive transport of molecules6,7,14,28,133,137,141,145. Further studies on
the development of membrane protein reconstitution might produce
a higher specificity in terms of substrate/product selectivity, and
the use of active transporters. The development of membranes with
incorporated aquaporin appears to have reached a sufficient qual-
ity level for application34,35,146,147,148. Aquaporins are alpha-helical
transmembrane pore proteins which allow the selective diffusion
of water molecules through the membrane. These functionalized
membranes have potential applications in water desalination, and
comparative measurements have shown, that this type of membrane
can outperform classical reverse osmosis (RO) membranes by a factor
of approximately 750 times34. Recently, other members of the aqua-
porin family have been successfully reconstituted in membranes148
and a framework has been proposed for quality assurance of reported
methods and results35.
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Synthetic biology & multicompartment systems The bottom-up approach
in the field of synthetic biology aims to recreate cellular processes,
starting from simplified compartmentalization and ultimately leading
to an artificial cell in the future43,23. Within this perspective, cascade
reactions in separate reaction compartments can be seen as a first
step in mimicking cellular processes. The definition of a living en-
tity contains not only reproduction but also the capability to form
and maintain its own metabolism. On a cellular level this requires
the formation of electrochemical gradients, which are used to power
various processes. Among the first examples is the creation of an
artificial organelle, which uses BR to form a proton gradient that is
utilized by a co-reconstituted ATP-synthase. The resulting polymer-
somes were able to mimic one of the fundamental energy generating
processes and provide ATP upon continued illumination77,118. The
bacterial respiratory enzyme complex NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreduc-
tase (complex I) translocates protons by a series of redox reactions
from NADH to ubiquinone, and thus helps to generate and maintain
the proton motive force. This principle was re-created in PMOXA-b-
PDMS-b-PMOXA polymersomes, having complex I reconstituted in
their membrane, whereas the protein maintained its activity in the
synthetic environment61. Normally polymersomes for medical appli-
cations have sizes in the nanometer range and thus the visualization of
these systems is barely manageable. So far, only electron microscopy
can visualize these structures at a reasonable resolution, but it does
not allow live-imaging of processes taking place. GUVs composed
of either lipids or block polymers are advantageous for investiga-
tion via optical microscopy due to their size in the range of 10 – 50
µm3,37,23,149,150,151,152. By labelling of the polymers or lipids with flu-
orescent dyes, the formation of hybrid membranes could be observed
which showed depending on the building blocks and their composi-
tion homogenous distribution of the lipids and polymers or domain
formation93. Their cell-like size allows the investigation of their
physical membrane properties via techniques like micropipette aspi-
ration37,149. Moreover this allows the detection of inserted pores62,150
and incorporation of lipids in the membrane by measuring the change
of membrane elasticity46,150. A fundamental process in cellular ac-
tivity and reproduction is the expression of proteins. GUVs can be
used to encapsulate the expression machinery required to produce
the protein MreB, a bacterial actin-like protein that is part of the cy-
toskeleton which defines the shape of a microorganism151. Successful
expression of the fluorescent fusion protein MreB-RFP was visualized
by confocal microscopy. Polymer stromatocytes can be loaded with
platinum nanoparticles which function as a catalytic nanomotor, and
the catalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide enables directed
movement of the stromatocytes153. Furthermore, it has been demon-
strated that polymersomes can possess an uptake mechanism that
is similar to cell membranes154. The cascade reactions described
in the previous section show the concept of compartmentalized re-
actions, which are used in nature. An elegant approach has now
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been used to create multicompartments that are required for more
complex systems155,152. By encapsulating PS-b-PIAT nanoreactors in
PB-b-PEO polymersomes a fully active multicompartment system has
been introduced3,43. However, all of the above mentioned examples
are still model systems and are extremely simplified compared to
nature. They only recreate certain functionalities, such as gradient
generation61,77,118, or protein synthesis in a confined environment151
for the study of the underlying mechanisms. However, the goal of
making these applicable to specific requirements has still not been
achieved; nor has it yet been possible to recreate the high complexity
required to mimic a cell.

2
Motivation: The molecular hoover
Figure 2.1: Schematic view of the molec-
ular Hoover. Light induces the transport
of H+ into the inner cavity, building up
a gradient. The H+/ [S]+ antiporter
uses the gradient to transport the sub-
strate [S]+ into the cavity in exchange
for a proton.
The vision for this work is the creation of a nanometer-sized
molecular hoover. This nanoscale device is capable of specific molecu-
lar transport into its inner cavity and triggered release. As an example
of the bottom up approach of synthetic biology it is assembled from
i) a robust membrane in which ii) light-driven proton pumps gener-
ate energy (see section 1.2.2, p. 32) and iii) transporters provide the
transport functionality. Open questions concerning the mechanisms
of membrane protein reconstitution remain and provide a demanding
challenge for researchers, even though numerous examples of devices
acting as nanoreactors have emerged over the years in literature (see
section 1.5, p. 41). As most transport processes are vectorial in their
nature, the orientation of a transmembrane transporter is crucial for
the functionality of an assembled system. How can we achieve uni-
directional insertion of membrane protein? Taking PR as a model
protein this work investigates the underlying pathways, which can
lead to the desired formation of a proton gradient. As proposed in lit-
erature, PR’s final orientation can be influenced by the correct choice
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of detergent or by polarization of the membrane. Which pathway is
dominant and under which conditions? With the knowledge obtained
about the important parameters influencing the reconstitution, is it
possible to use polymeric membranes as a host for the protein? And
if yes, what adjustments to the reconstitution process need to be
made, taking into account that having a protein far from its natural
environment is a delicate task? As mentioned in section 1.1, p. 22,
lipid based and polymer based membranes can be largely different.
Having both membrane systems available allows a comparative study
between them. Are proteopolymersomes able perform on the same
level as proteoliposomes? The complexity of these systems demands
a thorough and detailed characterization of their physical and chemi-
cal properties. Using design of experiments, the experimental work
could be planned from the beginning to allow a detailed, efficient
and targeted exploration. Apart from the explanatory assessment can
optimal working conditions be derived? Statistical models offer the
opportunity of mathematical optimization, finding the best suited
factor combinations. Building up system like the molecular hoover de-
scribed above requires the creative application of scientific principles
of physics, chemistry and biology: engineering. Being guided by these
principles allowed the creation of a theoretical and practical scaffold
for a custom-made, functional nano-device, which is based on the
desired robust polymer membrane and is powered by illumination.
3
Materials and methods
3.1 Chapter 4
3.1.1 Materials
All chemicals used in this project were provided by Sigma-
Aldrich (Switzerland) if not stated otherwise. β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside
(IPTG) was prepared as 1M aqueous stock and stored at -20 °C. Lipids
were supplied by Avanti Polar Lipids (USA) as a powder and solubi-
lized in chloroform and stored at -20 °C. The detergent n-Octyl-β-D-
Glucopyranoside (OG) was provided by Affymetrix.
3.1.2 Cultivation of Escherichia coli BL21 pLysS and expression of
proteorhodopsin
Expression of PR was done as described in previous works106. E.
coli BL21 pLysS culture containing the pZUDF plasmid1 with the PR 1 Kindly supplied by Prof. D. Fotiadis,
University of Bern.coding sequence was grown in LB-Miller medium at 37 °C and 180
rpm in 2L Erlenmeyer flasks. The sterile medium was inoculated
with 1 % (v/v) of an over-night grown culture. During the incubation,
growth was observed via measurement of the optical density (λ =
600 nm). The expression of PR was triggered by the addition of 0.1
mM IPTG and 5 µM all-trans-retinal when the culture reached an
optical density of 1. Then, the cells were incubated for additional 3 h,
harvested by centrifugation (3-18K, Sigma) at 4000 x g for 20 min and
the supernatant removed. The pellets were collected and suspended
in 20 mM TrisHCl, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.4, and stored at -20 °C until
preparation of the membrane.
3.1.3 Membrane preparation
The frozen cells were thawed and subsequently lysed by using a
french press (EmulsiFlex, Avestin), operated at 1500 bar. The resulting
lysate was first centrifuged (3-18K, Sigma) at 4000 x g for 20 min in
order to remove cell debris and then at 150000 x g for 1 hour (Optima
XE-90, Beckman Coulter ) to isolate the membrane. The pellet was
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homogenized, washed with 20 mM TrisHCl, 100 mM NaCl, 10 %
(w/v) glycerol, pH 7.4 two times, aliquoted to 1 mL and stored at -80
°C until further use.
3.1.4 Proteorhodopsin purification
The crude membrane fraction was solubilized in 7 ml of buffer
(20 mM TrisHCl, 300 mM, NaCl, 10 % (w/v) Glycerol, pH 7.5, 3 %
(w/v) OG and 0.5 mM TCEP) and protected overnight from light at
room temperature. The next day, 1 mL Ni-NTA Resin (Quiagen) was
washed 3 times with the buffer mentioned before and added to 7 mL
extra of buffer with 30 mM of Imidazole and the 7 mL of previously
solubilized protein, resulting in 15 mL final volume. The suspension
was incubated 3 h on a roller shaker to ensure complete binding to
the resin. After the incubation, the suspension was transferred into
spin-columns (Promega) and the flow through collected. The resin
was washed with 20 mM TrisHCl, 300 mM NaCl, 30 mM Imidazole, 10
% (m/v) glycerol and pH 7.5 containing 1 % OG and 1 mM TCEP and
again the flow-through collected. In order to remove the remaining
washing buffer, the spin column was centrifuged at 200 x g for 1
minute. Subsequently, the end of the column, that contains the resin
with the protein, was cut, 450 µL of 20 mM TrisHCl buffer, pH 7.6,
150 mM NaCl, 10 % (w/v) glycerol, 400 mM imidazole, 1% OG, 0.01
% NaN3 and 0.5 mM TCEP was added to elute the protein, properly
sealed with parafilm and incubated for 1 h on a roller shaker at room
temperature and protected from light. Finally, to elute the protein, the
tube was placed in a 2 mL eppendorf and centrifuged in a bench-top
centrifuge (miniSpin, Eppendorf) for 1 minute at maximum speed.
The proteorhodopsin was stored at 4 °C and protected from light. The
protein concentration was determined by measuring the absorbance
at 525 nm (emol = 45000 M−1 · cm−1)106. The typical protein yields
were in the range of 1-1.5 mg/mL.
3.1.5 Response surface modeling
In order to find the optimal conditions of the reconstitution of PR
in positively charged liposomes, a RSM design was created by using a
custom design in the statistical software JMP® Pro 11.0.0 (64-bit) from
SAS institute. The important input factors of the reconstitution con-
ditions with associated ranges and appropriate response parameters
were defined. Six variables as continuous factors were selected.
1. Lipid membrane composition
(a) Neutrally charged, 100 % DOPC
(b) Positively charged, 100 % DOTAP
2. pH during dialysis
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3. Lipid to protein ratio
4. Salt concentration
5. Detergent concentration
6. Valinomycin concentration
RSM design requires adding single interactions (X1; X2), second-
order interactions (X1*X2) and squared terms (X12; X22) for analysis,
allowing to fit curved surfaces, which resulted in 27 runs in total.
As the RSM was made under the custom design features of JMP®
Pro 11.0.0, six extra degrees of freedom (runs) were added as default
to minimize the model error, resulting in a total of 34 experiments,
including the intercept.
3.1.6 Liposome preparation
The lipids used in this project were 18:1 (∆9-Cis) 1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) and 18:1 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-
propane (DOTAP) (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL). Based on the
response surface experimental design (see Table 3.1), the membrane
composition limits were defined as:
• Low limit: Neutrally charged (100 % DOPC)
• Centre point: Partially positively charged (DOPC:DOTAP, 50:50
mol%)
• High limit: Positively charged (100 % DOTAP)
The liposomes were prepared by using the film rehydration tech-
nique. A certain volume of the lipid stock solution in chloroform was
dried in vacuum and hydrated with 1 mL of 20 mM HEPES buffer
(pH is based on the conditions of the RSM model,see Table 3.1), 150
mM KCl and 20 µM Pyranine, resulting in a final concentration of 3
mg/mL of liposomes. The suspension was allowed to stir at room
temperature for at least 2 h. To ensure large unilamellar vesicles
(LUVs) formation as the major population, the sample was extruded
through a polycarbonate membrane (Nucleopore, Whatman) with a
diameter of 200 nm.
3.1.7 Reconstituion of proteorhodopsin
The reconstitution of PR was carried out via a detergent-mediated
pathway25,26. The OG concentration limits for the RSM model were
selected to create a detergent concentration range where the point of
detergent-saturated liposomes can be found (see section 1.3.2). The li-
posomes suspension was treated with OG by adding a certain volume
of an aqueous stock solution of OG 10 % (w/v) and 1 mM of TCEP
and gently stirred for 30 min. Afterwards, PR solubilized in OG was
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Sample Charge pH LPR (w/w) OG [%, w/v] KCl [mM] Valinomycin [nM]
1 0.00 7 13 0.50 300 0
2 1.00 6 13 1.00 0 500
3 1.00 7 29 1.50 0 0
4 1.00 8 45 1.50 150 0
5 0.00 6 29 1.00 150 250
6 1.00 6 45 0.50 0 250
7 0.00 7 45 0.50 0 500
8 1.00 8 13 0.50 300 250
9 0.00 8 29 0.50 150 250
10 0.50 7 13 1.00 0 250
11 1.00 8 29 1.50 300 500
12 1.00 8 45 1.00 0 500
13 0.00 8 29 1.50 0 500
14 1.00 6 45 1.00 300 500
15 0.00 7 45 1.50 300 250
16 1.00 7 29 0.50 150 500
17 0.50 8 29 1.00 300 0
18 0.50 7 29 1.00 150 250
19 0.50 8 13 1.50 150 0
20 0.00 8 45 1.00 0 0
21 0.00 6 45 0.50 300 0
22 0.50 8 45 0.50 150 250
23 0.50 7 29 1.00 150 250
24 1.00 6 13 1.50 300 0
25 0.00 7 13 1.50 300 500
26 1.00 7 45 0.50 300 0
27 0.50 6 45 1.00 150 0
28 0.00 6 13 1.50 0 0
29 1.00 8 29 0.50 0 0
30 0.50 6 29 0.50 300 500
31 0.50 6 45 1.50 0 500
32 0.50 6 13 0.50 150 0
33 0.00 8 13 0.50 0 500
34 0.00 8 45 1.00 300 500
Table 3.1: Experimental design for the
investigation of the governing factors for
the reconstitution of PR
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added to the liposomes to reach the lipid protein ratio (LPR) and the
final OG concentration defined in Table 3.1. LPR limit descriptions
are found below:
• Low limit: 13 wlipid/wPR or 460 mollipid/molLPR
• Centre point: 29 wlipid/wPR or 1100 mollipid/molLPR
• High limit: 45 wlipid/wPR or 1500 mollipid/molLPR
The lipid/detergent/protein suspension was stirred for 20 min and
transferred into a visking dialysis tubing (Carl Roth GmbH Co. KG)
with a cutoff of 14 kDa, previously washed with distilled water. The
tubing was placed into a 1 L detergent-free buffer solution of 20 mM
HEPES, with the pH and KCl concentration as defined in Table 3.1.
The dialysis assembly was stirred over night to achieve the complete
removal of the detergent. Subsequently, excess of pyranine was
removed and the liposomes were purified by eluting them through
a PD-10 size exclusion chromatography column (GE Healthcare),
equilibrated with 20 mM HEPES, 150 mM KCl, pH 7.5.
3.1.8 Proton pumping activity assay
To investigate the functionality of PR in the proteoliposomes
previously prepared, the internal pH was monitored via fluorescence
spectroscopy. The fluorescence measurements were carried out in a
similar way as the method published by Tunuguntla and coworkers156
with PR and by Rigaud and coworkers157 with BR. The proteolipo-
some solutions were diluted to 0.6 mg/mL lipid concentration in
20 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.5, and 150 mM KCl. The sample was
placed in the fluorimeter measuring chamber and allowed to equi-
librate in the dark for 30 min with stirring. The intravesicular pH
was monitored by using the pH-sensitive fluorescent dye pyranine.
After the 30 min the sample was illuminated with a 120 W xenon
lamp (Osram), utilizing a 530 nm ± 10 nm bandpass filter (FB530,
Thorlabs). Excitation of the pyranine was carried out at 460 nm and
the emission recorded at 510 nm (both 5 nm slit width) over time. The
temperature was controlled and set within 19.5-20.5°C. Valinomycin
was added to prevent the formation of back-pressure gradient110,158.
The concentration of this ionophore was defined in Table 3.1.
3.1.9 Dynamic light scattering
Dynamic light scattering was used to determine the vesicles’
size distribution on a Malvern Zetasizer Nano instrument at 25°C and
equipped with a He-Ne laser (λ = 633 nm, measured at 173°). In all
cases, the final lipid concentration was 0.3 mg/mL in 20 mM HEPES
buffer pH 7.5 and a cumulant fit was used.
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3.1.10 ζ-potential measurements
To measure the surface potential of the proteoliposomes a Malvern
Zetasizer Nano instrument at 25°C was used and equipped with a
He-Ne laser (λ = 633 nm). In all cases, the final lipid concentration
was 0.3 mg/mL in 20 mM HEPES buffer pH 6156,159.
3.2 Chapter 5
3.2.1 Materials
All chemicals were provided by Sigma-Aldrich (Switzerland)
if not stated otherwise. Experiments were carried out in triplicates
and their standard deviation used to estimate the error if not stated
otherwise. Lipids were supplied by Avanti Polar Lipids (USA) and
were supplied as a powder, solubilized in chloroform and stored at
-20°C. The used detergents were supplied by Affymetrix (USA).
3.2.2 Cultivation of Escherichia coli
The cultivation of E. coli and expression and purification of
PR-GFP was done essentially as described before160,161. E. coli car-
rying the PR-GFP containing pLEMO plasmid1 was grown in LB- 1 Kindly supplied by Prof. D. Müller,
ETH Zürich.Miller medium at 30 °C and 180 rpm. An over-night culture was
grown in the presence of 100 g/mL ampicillin. The sterile medium
was inoculated with 1 % (v/v) of the over-night culture and 100
g/mL ampicillin and 34 g/mL chloramphenicol was added. The
optical density (λ = 600 nm) was measured during growth and the
expression triggered at a density of 0.8 – 1 via the addition of 0.1
mM β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and 5 µM all-trans-retinal.
Subsequently, cells were incubated for additional 3 h, harvested by
centrifugation (3-18K, Sigma) at 4000 x g for 20 min and the su-
pernatant removed. As a last step, the pellets were collected and
suspended in 20 mM TrisHCl, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.4 and stored at
-20°C until preparation of the membrane.
3.2.3 Proteorhodopsin purification
The isolation of PR out of its native membrane was carried out
by using His-tag chromatography. The crude membrane fraction was
solubilized in 7 mL buffer (20 mM TrisHCl, pH 7.4, 300 mM NaCl, 10
% (w/v) Glycerol) and 2.5 % Cymal-5. The solution was protected
from light and placed on an orbital shaker at room temperature
overnight. On the next day, 1 mL Ni-NTA resin (Quiagen) was
washed 3 times with the solubilization buffer and added to another 7
mL buffer with 30 mM imidazole resulting in a total volume of 15 mL.
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Subsequently, the suspension was placed in a an orbital shaker for 3
hours to ensure complete binding to the resin. The suspension was
transfered into spin-columns (Promega) and the flow-through was
collected. 20 mM TrisHCl, pH 7.4, 300 mM NaCl, 30 mM imidazole,
10 % (m/v) glycerol containing 0.4 % Cymal-5 were used to wash the
resin and the flow-through was collected again. In order to remove
residual washing buffer, the spin- column was centrifuged with 200xg
for 1 minute. The end of the column containing the resin was cut off
and the column sealed with parafilm. 450 µL of 20 mM KPi buffer,
pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 10 % (w/v) glycerol, 400 mM imidazole and
0.4 % Cymal-5 were added to elute the protein. It was incubated for 1
hour on an orbital shaker at room temperature protected from light.
The tube was placed in a 2 mL reaction tube and centrifuged in a
bench-top centrifuge for 1 minute at maximum speed. A spin-filter
(30 kDa cut-off) was used with 20 mM KPi buffer, pH 7.4, 150 mM
NaCl, 10(w/v) glycerol and 0.4 % Cymal-5 to increase the protein
concentration and remove the residual imidazole. 1 µL of 1 mM
TCEP was added after purification and the concentration determined
by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm (e = 96510 L · mol1 · cm1).
Typical concentrations were around 10 to 20 mg/mL. The purified
PR-GFP was stored at 4 °C and used within 3 days.
3.2.4 Vesicle preparation and reconstitution of PR-GFP
The vesicles were formed using a variation of the film rehydra-
tion method160,34. A certain volume of the DOPC (in chloroform) or
PMOXA17-PDMS65-PMOXA17 (in ethanol) solution was transferred
into 1.25 mL flat bottom flasks and dried under high vacuum for 90
minutes. The resulting film was rehydrated with an aqueous buffer
which always contained 20 mM potassium phosphate buffer, 150 mM
potassium chloride and OG. The pH values and OG concentrations
were adjusted accordingly to the experimental plan (see Table 5.1,
5.2 and 5.3, p. 74). The final volume was 500 µL and the membrane
concentration 4 mg/mL. If the vesicles were used for proton translo-
cation measurements, 100 µM of pyranine was added. The solutions
were stirred overnight at room temperature and protected from light.
Subsequently, the vesicle preparation were homogenized by extrusion
(11x times) through a polycarbonate membrane (200 nm, Nucleopore,
Whatman). Now the necessary volume of PR-GFP was added accord-
ing to the desired LPR/PPR (see Table 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, p. 74) and the
protein-vesicle suspension stirred for 30 – 60 minutes. The dilution
during the addition of PR-GFP to the reconstitution buffer lowers
the concentration of CYMAL-5 by factor of 20 below the cmc (0.12
%) and thus, the impact of residual Cymal-5 was considered negligi-
ble156. Afterwards the samples were transferred into dialysis tubes
(15 kDa cut-off, Visking) and dialysed against 20 mM KPi and 150
mM KCl for 48 hours. The pH was the same as the sample pH value.
Furthermore, approximately 100 mg of SM-2 biobeads (Bio-Rad) were
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added to ensure a constant dialysis gradient162. After the dialysis was
complete, the samples were again extruded with a 200 nm membrane
to ensure a homogeneous solution, remove any formed aggregates
and purified by eluting them through a G-25 MiniTrap size exclusion
chromatography column (GE Healthcare), equilibrated with 20 mM
potassium phosphate buffer, 150 mM KCl, pH 7.2. The final volume
was 1 mL and the membrane concentration 2 mg/mL.
3.2.5 Dynamic light scattering
The samples were measured in a Zetaziser Nano (Malvern) at 25
°C. A HeNe laser (λ=633 nm, measured at 173°) was uses as a light
source. The samples were not diluted and allowed to equilibrate for
120 seconds. A cumulant fit was used for analysis.
3.2.6 Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
The FCS measurements were performed as already described163.
Briefly, an inverted microscope (Axiovert 200 M, Zeiss), equipped
with a laser scanning microscopy module LSM 510 (Zeiss) and a
ConfoCor2 (Zeiss) module was used. A 488 nm HeNe laser was
focused into the 5 µL sample using a 488 nm dichroic mirror and
a 40x water immersion objective. The emission beam was guided
through a 70 µm pinhole and detected. The autocorrelation curve
was fitted by using the equation
G3D(τ) =
1
N
· 1
1+ τ/τD
· 1
1+ τ/S2 · τD (3.1)
with τD being the diffusion time, equivalent to the decay time of
the autocorrelation curve. The equation
D =
ω20
4τD
(3.2)
with D being the diffusion coefficient was used to calibrate ω, the
radius of the confocal volume, by using the known flourescent dye
oregon green 488164. Finally, the Stokes-Einstein equation
D =
kBT
6piηr
(3.3)
with T being the temperature (298 K), kB the Boltzmann constant
and η the viscosity was used to calculate the hydrodynamic radius
r. Measurements were performed in 10 second intervals and 30
repetitions. The number of PR-GFP molecules was determined by
estimating the molecular brightness of a single PR-GFP molecule in
20 mM potassium phosphate buffer, 150 mM KCl, pH 7.2 and 0.4
% Cymal-5 which resulted in 2.4 ± 0.19 counts per molecule (cpm).
Dividing the vesicles’ molecular brightness by PRGFP’s one results in
an estimate of the number of PR-GFP molecules per vesicle.
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3.2.7 Proton pumping assay
To detect PR-GFP’s ability to transport protons across a mem-
brane when put under illumination we followed the well-established
pyranine assay157,165. The measurements were carried out in a fluo-
rescence spectrometer (LS55, Perkin Elmer), illuminating the sample
with an 100 W xenon lamp (Intralux 4100, Volpi), utilizing a fibre
guide to place the beam directly over the sample. The wave length
was adjusted to 530 ± 10 nm by using a band-pass filter (Thorlabs).
The samples were measured undiluted and in the dark for 30 minutes
in order to equilibrate them. Afterwards the measurement was carried
out under illumination, whereby the illumination was cycled between
50 seconds on and 10 seconds off. The fluorescence measurement was
done during the off cycle to avoid interference. After the illumination
measurement, the sample was measured for another 30 minutes in
the dark to observe the re-equilibration of the fluorescence signal.
The temperature was controlled at 20 ± 1 °C. The measurement data
from the first 30 minutes in the dark was used for a linear fit whose
slope was used as a correction factor for the measurement in order to
remove potential artifacts from pH drift. The fluorescence intensity
data was normalized by using ∆F460 / F460. In order to calculate the
gradients’ amplitude in pH units, we used a calibration curve (see
5.2.3, p. 3.2.7).
Figure 3.1: Calibration curve used to cal-
culate the ∆pH values from the floures-
cence intensity. The change of pyra-
nine‘s flourescence intensity is linear be-
tween 6.25 and 8 and thus this regime
was chosen for linear regression. The re-
sulting equation was rel.F460 = −3.18+
0.53 · pH (R2 = 0.98). Thus, = rel.F4600.53 .
3.2.8 Experimental design and data assessment
The design proposed by Jones and Nachtsheim called definitive
screening design was followed which allows a one-step screening and
optimization process166,167. All experimental designs were created
using the DoE module of the software JMP (SAS). The factors were
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chosen to be the pH value, the lipid-to-protein or polymer-to-protein
ratio (LPR or PPR) and the OG concentration in % (w/v). Their high,
middle and low settings can be found in the Tables 5.1 - 5.3, p. 74. All
designs were repeated three times in total to assess the variance. The
data assessment was done by using the software R (Version 3.4). The
model equations were derived by using a stepwise forward regression
variant which enforces effect heredity, thus higher order effects are
only included together with their corresponding linear effect168. All
possible models were fitted and the one with the highest adjusted
R2 was chosen. Blocking variables were used to take the possible
batch-to-batch variation into account. The equations in section 5.2.5,
p. 95, were used for the optimization.
4
Reconstitution of proteorhodopsin can be mediated via
two distinct pathways
This study is in preparation for sub-
mission at Physical Chemistry Chemi-
cal Physics. Reconstitution of prote-
orhodopsin can be mediated via two dis-
tinct pathways.
The correct insertion of a membrane protein into cellular membrane mimetic
systems is crucial for the study of the function and structure of these
molecules. This chapter focuses on the investigation of the underlying
mechanisms of the reconstitution of proteorhodopsin and how various factors
influence the resulting proteovesicles. Design of experiments will be applied
as a framework to set up the experimental plan. Six factors will be investi-
gated, the polarization of the membrane, the pH value during reconstitution,
the lipid to protein ratio, the salt concentration in the buffer, the amount of
detergent used and the effect of the addition of the ionophore valinomycin.
Their effect on the responses vesicle size, vesicle population homogeneity,
ζ-potential and proton pumping will be studied with the use of a second order
polynomial model. It revealed two pathways which can mediate an oriented
reconstitution of proteorhodopsin, one by the detergent OG and another by
the use of charges on the membrane. Having a low detergent concentration
around 0.5 % OG will induce a pathway which is nearly independent of the
charge present on the membrane. The charge becomes the dominant mediator
in high detergent regimes around 1.5 % OG and orients PR.
4.1 Introduction
Membrane proteins perform vital functions in the cell, being
it cellular communication, transport of substrates in and out of the
cells, adhesion and movement or generating electrochemical gradi-
ents necessary for metabolic processes25,95. About one quarter of the
genome of various organisms encodes membrane proteins.Membrane
proteins represent the vast majority of clinical drug targets and are
a in the focus of pharmaceutical and biotechnological research75.
This explains the increasing interest of science and industry in their
structure and function. Membrane proteins can be difficult to study
in their native environment due to the complexity of their native
membranes and interferences with other membrane constituents110.
Therefore, it is necessary to incorporate them into liposomes in order
to elucidate both functional and structural aspects110. Detergent-
mediated reconstitution of membrane proteins has become the de
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facto standard process. The amphiphilic detergent molecules allow
a gentle extraction of the proteins out of their natural membrane
environment and due to their interaction with phospholipids mediate
the proteins’ insertion. The first step to reach this goal is the pro-
duction of the membrane protein. Since the prokaryotic membrane
proteins cannot be found in high abundance naturally, thus the main
production platform is Escherichia coli. In contrast to BR, it is possi-
ble to overexpress PR in E. coli making it also a good advantage for
protein engineering100.The next step is to isolate the protein from the
cellular membrane which requires the use of detergent to solubilize
the membrane. Detergents are amphiphilic molecules and tend to
form micelles in aqueous solution above a critical concentration called
critical micelle concentration (cmc). Membrane proteins are protected
from agglomeration when they are inside of micelles. This agglom-
eration happens due to interactions with other membrane protein
subunits. Nevertheless, the ionic detergents like sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) can induce to protein denaturation. That is why the
non-ionic detergents are applied, n-Octyl-β-D-Glucopyranoside (OG),
n-Decyl-β-D-Maltopyranoside (DM), n-Dodecyl-β-D-Maltopyranoside
(DDM) and Triton X-100 being the ones most frequently used25,75,26.
There are four basic strategies concerning the reconstitution of pro-
teins into liposomes which have been used over the decades (see
section 1.3.1, p. 34). Those are mechanical means, freeze-thawing,
organic solvents and detergents. Most of these methods lead to the
degradation and denaturation of many membrane proteins25. At the
same time, many techniques to prepare pure liposomes are difficult
to apply to proteoliposomes reconstitution because most membrane
proteins are purified through the use of detergents, which interfere
with the process of vesicle formation25. For this reason, the most
successful and frequently used strategy for proteoliposomes prepa-
ration is the detergent-mediated technique (see section 1.3.2, p. 35).
Here, the protein is first solubilized with lipids and the appropriate
detergent in order to form a solution of lipid-protein-detergent and
lipid-detergent micelles. Next, the detergent is removed resulting in
the bilayer vesicle formation with inserted protein110. In 1995, Rigaud
et al. 110 published a strategy to reconstitute membrane proteins by
a stepwise solubilization of preformed liposomes. This technique al-
lows experimental monitoring of the mechanism by which the protein
interacts with lipids. The final results evidence that the reconstitution
of proteins into liposomes can be described as a three stage process: In
the stage I, the monomeric detergent molecules saturate the liposome
membrane but the structure of the vesicle remains intact. A structural
transition occurs in stage II, as the detergent- saturated liposomes
start to dissolve into binary detergent-phospholipid micelles. In stage
III, the transition is completed and only micelles are present. At the
end of this process, the detergent is removed as the mirror image of
the solubilization process25. The detergent removal is a critical step
and the applied technique strongly depends on the selected deter-
gent (see section 1.3.2. p. 35). One can distinguish between high
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cmc detergents, which form small micelles (like OG), and low cmc
detergents, which form large micelles (like DDM). In case of high cmc
detergents, gel chromatography, dialysis and hydrophobic adsorption
can be applied. The dialysis method is the most commonly used for
high cmc detergent removal. During dialysis the detergent is diluted
to concentration values below the cmc, resulting in the disintegration
of the micelles to individual detergent monomers26. Having been
used in successfully in former studies160,161, this method is selected
for the purpose of this project. As described in the previous section,
PR reconstitution process depends on a number of factors, such as the
used buffer, detergent, amount of protein. Despite several attempts,
successful reconstitution of PR have been rarely reported156,106,107.
Thus, it is necessary to create a more comprehensive strategy. Statisti-
cal design of experiments (DoE) is a powerful approach to optimize
processes. In general, this approach involves all stages during the
selection of the experiments when testing a hypotheses. That includes
the choice of the experimental subjects, measurements and measur-
ing instruments123. The simplest and traditional method used by
researchers and engineers is the one-factor-at-a-time (OFAT) strategy.
This method selects a starting point, called base line set of levels, for
each factor and then varies one factor at a time over its range. This
approach requires high amount of resources (experiments, time, ma-
terial), and is not highly precise because it fails to detect any possible
interactions between the factors123,128. In 1926, the British statisti-
cian R. A. Fisher proposed an innovative methodology for designing
experiments, called factorial design. This strategy can detect interac-
tions between the factors, by varying them all together at the same
time. The objective of this design is to identify the interdependency
between changes in system outputs (responses) and system inputs
factors124,125,126. Within this work we employ design of experiments
to investigate the reconstitution of PR into liposomes. The focus
will be on the influence of membrane composition (ratio of neutrally
charged DOPC to positively charged DOTAP), pH value, KCl con-
centration, OG concentration, LPR and valinomycin concentration.
The formation of the proton gradient is the main function of PR and
will be used to determine the success of a reconstitution. It has been
described in literature that PR is able to orient itself during reconstitu-
tion with the use of a polarized membrane156,120. However, it remains
unclear if this mechanism is independent of the type of detergent
used and if not, which of the two factors is dominating the resulting
orientation in proteoliposomes. The resulting data will be used to
identify underlying mechanisms which govern the insertion of PR
into the membrane under the various conditions. The two potential
pathways, detergent mediated and charge mediated, will be of special
interest.
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4.2 Results and discussion
the goal within this project was to gather knowledge about the
way PR inserts itself into the membrane. Two different mechanisms
have been proposed but up to now it remains unclear if and which
one is dominant. Design of experiments was used to set up the exper-
imental conditions to investigate the influence of the factors pH, LPR,
detergent concentration, KCl concentration and the positive mem-
brane charge. Valinomycin’s influence on the gradient formation was
investigated by addition during the proton translocation assay. The
measured responses were the size via DLS, the polydispersity index,
zeta potential and maximum ∆pH after 15 minutes of illumination
as well as the ∆pH measured 15 minutes after the illumination. The
∆pH after the measurement was used to identify artifacts or “fuzzy”
measurements (e.g. drifting fluorescence values). Because this work
focuses on the activity of PR after reconstitution, the two ∆pH re-
sponses were considered as the primary ones, whereas the size, PdI
and zeta potential were considered secondary.
4.2.1 Observations and characterization
Figure 4.1: The mean response of
the formed pH gradient (left) and the
sizes measured via DLS. The data is
grouped by the factors which were var-
ied throughout the experiments. The
error bars represent the corresponding
standard deviation.
Investigating the formed gradient after 15 minutes of illumina-
tion as a primary response shows that most of the factors seem to have
a local maximum of minimum setting (see Figure 4.1, left), indicated
by the lowest or highest measured response value. Only the response
of increasing valinomycin concentrations and the pH values seem to
follow a linear increase, as an increase in their value or concentration
leads to decrease of the formed gradient. The OG concentration, LPR
and KCl concentration on the other hand have a clear parabolic shape,
with the local minimum or maximum measured at the central value.
Similar observations can be made in case of the membrane charge,
although the trend is not as obvious. Increasing the positive charge
on the membrane from a neutrally charged 100 % DOPC to 50 %
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DOPC / 50 % DOTAP+ leads from an observed amplitude of -0.02 ±
0.09 pH units to -0.08 ± 0.07. A contrary observation can be made
in case of an increase of used detergent during reconstitution. The
highest observed pH gradient of -0.09 ± 0.11 pH units is found at 0.5
% OG whereas an increase to 1.0 % decreases the amplitude to -0.03
± 0.12 pH units. The size of the formed proteoliposomes is follows
trends observed in former studies. On average, the size decreases as
the detergent concentration increases (see Figure 4.1, right). 212 ±
120 nm are observed on average when 0.5 % of OG are used which
decreases down to 126 ± 60 nm (0.5 % OG) and 127 ± 68 nm. The
ζ-potential’s behavior towards an increasing positively charged mem-
brane composition follows a similar logical trend (see Figure 4.2, left).
DOPC proteoliposomes exhibit 2.1 ± 6.1 mV, whereas a composition
of 50 % DOPC / 50 % DOTAP results in 20.1 ± 12.2 mV. A further
increase to a 100 % DOTAP membrane does not lead to a further
increase in ζ-potential, 9.7 ± 17.2 mV are measured.
Figure 4.2: The mean response of the
measured ζ-potential (left) and the PdI.
The data is grouped by the factors which
were varied throughout the experiments.
The error bars represent the correspond-
ing standard deviation.
4.2.2 Identifying important factors
To estimate the importance of a factor towards a certain response
its influence was determined via the following steps: The response
values were scaled to [0, 1] and a simple linear model of the form was
fitted. The slope is used to determine the influence of a certain factor
on a response and summarized in Figure 4.3. This simplification is
useful to gain first knowledge and gives already a good overview
of each factors effect. The amplitude of the pH gradient after illu-
mination and after relaxation in the dark is influenced in a similar
way. Increasing the charge of the membrane increases the amplitude
whereas an increase of the other factors lead to a decrease. Adding
valinomycin has surprisingly a negative impact on the amplitude
of the proton gradient. Removing the potential back-pressure effect
caused by other ions in the system should lead to faster and higher
formation of the proton gradient. Increasing the LPR and thus de-
creasing the protein concentration leads to slightly smaller vesicles,
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Figure 4.3: The color describes the direc-
tion of the observed change: blue colors
correspond to an increase of the mea-
sured response (e.g. size) if the factor
value is increased as well, whereas red
colors correspond to a decrease of the
measured response if the factor value is
increased. Values are adjusted such that
an increase of the measured response
represents the actual measurement (e.g.
a lower PDI is desirable). Note that this
is a simplification and disregards any
interactions between the various factors.
on the other hand to a lower amplitude of the pH gradient, as less
pumps can be present in the membrane. The size of the formed pro-
teovesicles is positively influenced by the presence of charged lipids
as well as higher pH values. Contrary, increasing the concentration
of the used detergent OG has a negative impact, as an increase in
the detergent concentration leads to the dissolution of the preformed
vesicles into binary or tertiary micelles. More heterogeneous vesicle
populations are observed when using more charged lipids and higher
OG concentrations whereas a a high LPR decreases the PDI. As ex-
pected, the ζ-potential correlates nicely with the number of charges
present in the membrane but does not increase when more PR is used
during reconstitution. This analysis gives a good overview about the
linear effects present. The potential interactions between factors and
quadratic effects will be analyzed in the next section with the help of
a response surface model.
4.2.3 Response surface modeling
Fitting the response surface to the data allows a more detailed
analysis of the data. A second-degree polynomial model was fitted to
the data and stepwise forward regression applied to trim unnecessary
model terms. This procedure generates models which describe the
data well and have a good prediction power. Due to the method
obeying the effect heredity, introduced bias is lower as in conventional
stepwise regressions168. Not all factors have an equal effect on each
response, thus within the first step the most influential ones were
identified (see Figure 4.4). In terms of statistical significance, KCl
plays the most important role for the formation of the proton gradient.
Its quadratic and linear effect are highly significant. Furthermore,
the quadratic term of the detergent concentration is significant as
well as its interaction with terms with valinomycin and the LPR.
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Looking at the complementary models describing the size, PDI and
ζ-potential of the proteoliposomes, no term is significant in all models
(see Figure 4.5 and Table 4.1, p. 67). The relaxation of the proton
gradient shows similar significant terms as its formation, the pH
value has a significant quadratic effect. It should be noted that the ζ-
potential model shows only the KCl2 and the OG*Valinomycin terms
as significant. However, the model’s overall fit to the data is also the
worst (adj. R2 = 0.58).
Figure 4.4: Factors sorted by the signifi-
cance on the formed pH gradient. The
red line indicates the significance level
α = 0.05
In order to visualize the behavior of the system it is helpful to look
at the response surface. In Figure 4.6 the three significant interactions
are shown. OG * Valinomycin (Figure 4.6, a)) has a parabolic shape
which means that minimum and maximum gradient amplitude are
found in the extremes of the graph. A high ∆pH is found at either 1.5
% OG and 500 nM valinomycin or 0.5 % OG and 0 nM valinomycin.
Intermediate combination have a lower ∆pH value. The quadratic
effect of the OG concentration and the linear effect of the lipid mem-
brane composition are observable in Figure 4.6, b). Maximum ∆pH
values can be found at the combination of 100 % DOTAP and 1.5 %
OG. Figure 4.6, c) presents the interaction of the quadratic effects of
the factors pH value and OG concentration. Again, maximum proton
gradient amplitudes are expected to be found in the extremes of the
surface.
4.2.4 Effect of the salt concentration
The most significant effect detected for the model is the quadratic
effect of KCl (see Figure 4.4). Its parabolic shape (see Figure 4.7)
clearly shows only a very narrow range around 150 mM KCl where
the functional reconstitution of PR is possible. Protein aggregation
was observed after dialysis either when there was no KCl in the
buffer or when the buffer was prepared with the maximum KCl con-
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Figure 4.5: Overview of the statistical
significance of all factors towards the
measured responses. A blue color indi-
cates no statistical significance, whereas
a red color indicates statistical signifi-
cance. α = 0.05.
Figure 4.6: Visualization of the re-
sponse surfaces for selected interactions.
Shown are the three significant interac-
tion terms (see Figure 4.4). The color
indicates low (blue) to high (red) ampli-
tudes of the measured pH gradient.
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Table 4.1: Model coefficients of the re-
sponse surface model describing the
characteristics of the formed PRGFP pro-
teopolymersomes. Bold text highlights
statistical significance (α = 0.05).
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centration (300 mM). This phenomenon can be explained by i) the
effect of the ion concentration on protein structures and ii) by protein-
protein interactions, which both affect the solubility of proteins169. As
PR is an asymmetrically charged protein which contains differently
charged surface residues, the presence of KCl in the buffer increase
repulsive electrostatic forces between PR’s extra-membrane residues
and thus, decrease the protein-protein attractive force. Furthermore,
high concentrations of KCl will salt out the protein as described in the
Hofmeister series170,171. The presence of high amounts of KCl in the
buffer solution decreases the hydrogen bonds interactions with PR
peptides and makes the protein insoluble, increasing the likelihood
of aggregation169,172. In the absence of KCl, the buffer allows the
internal interaction of the basic residues with the acid residues of PR.
This internal interaction can expose the hydrophobic core and finally
aggregates PR.
Figure 4.7: Interaction plots of the
model’s significant interaction terms.
All plots shown have the ∆pH value
on their y-axis, whereas their x-axis is
stated in the panel titles. Where appli-
cable, results are grouped by the OG
concentration, indicated in the panel ti-
tles and by the color.
4.2.5 Effect of the membrane polarization and detergent concentra-
tion
Studies focusing on BR have concluded that its final orientation
after reconstitution was more unidirectional when performed into
detergent-saturated liposomes. OG facilitates the direct insertion of
BR through its most hydrophobic domain (N-terminus) leaving the
most hydrophilic domain outside of the liposome (BR contains five
COOH groups)95. PR has a different amino acid sequence but the
resulting tertiary structure is highly similar to BR and similar results
when using OG as a detergent have been described160. Additionally,
it was shown that PR can be guided by the polarization of the mem-
brane156. Indeed, our results show that both mechanisms are possible
for the insertion of PR, however they require different conditions. The
model analysis shows significant interactions between OG and the
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membrane charge (see Figure 4.4) which is visualized in Figure 4.7. It
can be seen that the influence of the membrane charge is dependent
on the OG concentration and two regimes can be identified. i) Within
the low detergent regime, the resulting ∆pH is largely not influenced
by the membrane charge and nearly identical values around 0.10 pH
units are measured. PR is expected to insert itself into detergent
saturated liposomes. ii) Within the high detergent regime however,
the resulting proton gradient is heavily affected by the membrane
charge. Using a combination of neutral 100 % DOPC liposomes to-
gether with 1.5 % OG results no measurable activity, which changes
to approximately 0.20 pH units when 100 % DOTAP liposomes are
used. Here, the detergent-lipid mixture contains a large amount of
lipid-detergent-protein micelles. In this moment the negative side of
PR interacts with the positively charged lipids, generating a strong
electrostatic binding during the detergent removal. These results
provide strong indication that the OG mediated pathway is dominant
under the tested conditions.
4.2.6 Effect of the pH value
The interaction of the pH value with the detergent concentra-
tion (see figure 4.7) is related to the two reconstitution mechanisms
explained above. At pH 6 the two extramembrane domains of PR
are oppositely charged which allows the interaction with the posi-
tively charged lipid membrane. As stated above, this requires an OG
concentration of 1.5 % for full effect. The low functionality of PR in
samples at pH 7 is due to the isoelectric point of the extra-membrane
amino acids of PR (pI). At this pH PR’s extramembrane domains are
slightly negatively charge. Hence, the unidirectionality of PR cannot
be achieved.
4.2.7 Effect of the addition of valinomycin
Similar to the effects discussed before, the effect of valinomycin
is strongly dependent of concentration of OG used during reconstitu-
tion. A large ∆pH can be achieved when using 0.5 % of OG and no
valinomycin whereas at 1.5 % OG the addition of 500 nM valinomycin
leads to the formation of a similar proton gradient. These results
suggest that the detergent mediated pathway leads to a high unidirec-
tionality of reconstituted PR. On the other hand it appears that when
PR is reconstituted by detergent removal after lipid-detergent-protein
micelles formation, random orientation of PR cannot be avoided, de-
creasing the proton pumping functionality of PR. Such low proton
pumping activity can be overcome by the addition of valinomycin (500
nM) which then prevents the formation of an inhibitory back pressure
effect with a compensatory K+ movement through the membrane.
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4.3 Conclusion
From the results of this work we can conclude that i) PR can be
reconstituted via two pathways into liposomes in which the detergent
OG or the membrane charge is the mediator for the final orientation.
ii) The detergent OG seems to be the dominant pathway and does not
need high protein concentration to yield functional proteoliposomes.
iii) The addition of valinomycin was only beneficial when used in
samples which resulted from a high detergent / high charge com-
position. The good unidirectionality in samples from low detergent
compositions made decoupling of the proton gradient unnecessary.
Furthermore, approaching this study by using design of experiments
allowed the investigation of the underlying mechanics with ease and
detail. Further similar studies will shed more light on the interplay
of detergent, membrane proteins and membrane building blocks and
how to assemble them into functional units.
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Herein this chapter, a detailed analysis of the formation of proteoliposomes
and proteopolymersomes and the requirements for a successful reconstitu-
tion of the membrane protein proteorhodopsin is presented. Light-driven
proton pumps such as proteorhodopsin have been proposed as an energy
source in the field of synthetic biology. The energy is required to power
biochemical reactions within artificially created reation compartments like
proto- or nanocells, which are based on either lipid or polymer membranes.
The insertion of membrane proteins into these membranes is delicate and
quantitative studies comparing these two systems are needed. To this end, we
applied design of experiments to provide a mathematical framework for the
reconstitution process. Mathematical optimization identified suitable recon-
stitution conditions for lipid and polymer membranes and the obtained data
fitted well to the predictions. Altogether, our approach provides experimental
and modeling evidence for different reconstitution mechanisms depending on
the membrane type which resulted in a surprisingly similar performance.
5.1 Introduction
Methodologies from biology and engineering are combined
in the bottom-up approach in synthetic biology173,23, which aims at
building a biological system with a desired functionality from the bot-
tom by using dedicated building blocks. An example of such a system
is the design and construction of artificial proto-cells, cell-like objects
exhibiting fundamental functionalities23. Despite the low complex-
ity of proto-cells, their design and implementation requires in-depth
knowledge about cellular machineries and their assembly. This knowl-
edge could ultimately lead to the development of synthetic systems
not found in nature, which can be utilized for example in the in-
dustrial production of biotechnological goods or pharmaceuticals23,1.
An important biomedical application of such synthetic systems is
mimicking metabolic processes, which are fundamental in the cellular
environment and every living organism1,134,174. Energy generation
and transport processes are crucial for the proper function of a cell.
Within cells, reactions often occur inside specialized compartments,
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where membrane proteins mediate the transport of substrates and
products43. The membrane protein can form a pore and allow passive
diffusion up to a specific size. Larger and more complex molecules or
gated processes, which only allow passage upon a certain criterion
(e.g. voltage or molecular recognition), usually require a source of
energy. Building artificial proto-cells requires reconstitution of mem-
brane proteins into the compartment’s membrane in order to facilitate
exchange of metabolites. Different approaches and techniques have
evolved over the decades to reconstitute membrane proteins into lipid
membranes. The research resulted in an applicable framework for
detergent mediated reconstitutions into liposomes which is still used
in variations today25,26. For reconstitutions into polymer membranes,
which structurally resemble lipid membranes but are composed of am-
phiphilic polymers and are therefore more robust and also thicker1,
no such framework exists making the reconstitution of functional
proteins more challenging.
Figure 5.1: Schematic visualization of
the concept. The assembly of phospho-
lipids or triblock copolymers together
with membrane proteins is an induced
self-assembly process and the resulting
structure depends on the starting con-
ditions. A priori knowledge about the
factors (e.g. buffer conditions, protein
concentration, membrane concentration)
is usually lacking and optimal results
cannot be achieved. Having two differ-
ent membrane building blocks further
increases complexity. I. By using DoE
and defining influential factors along
with characteristic responses one can
devise an experimental plan to inves-
tigate the system’s behavior in resource-
efficient way. II. Here, the effect of the
factors pH value, detergent concentra-
tion and membrane-to-protein ratio on
the proteovesicles’ characteristics size,
homogeneity and functionality was in-
vestigated. III. The results were used to
fit a model for detailed analysis of the
process and subsequent optimization,
which allowed to find optimal assem-
bly conditions to yield the desired func-
tional proteoliposomes and proteopoly-
mersomes.
Only brief guidelines have been proposed and the potentially very
different interactions between polymers, detergents and proteins com-
pared to lipid-based systems have not been studied in detail117, un-
derlining the need for a detailed comparative study and formulation
of a comprehensive framework35. Two highly important requirements
need to be fulfilled to apply this concept in engineering: reproducibil-
ity and predictability. So far, the proposed approaches fail to satisfy
at least one of these requirements. Design of experiments (DoE) is a
method, which has emerged in the 1930s128. The underlying idea is
to devise an experimental plan that samples a given parameter space
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optimally and thus keeps the number of experimental runs low and
uses them efficiently. In contrast to the common one-factor-at-a-time
method (OFAT or OVAT), which keeps factors constant and varies
only one, DoE can identify interactions and requires fewer runs with
the same precision in estimating the factors’ effects. Subsequently, the
whole parameter space is interpolated via linear model regression.
The derived model can in turn be optimized to find experimental con-
ditions that yield a predicted response. Within the past two decades,
block copolymers have emerged as a synthetic alternative to natural
phospholipids as membrane building blocks1,27,28. These polymers
assemble into similar structures as phospholipids, because they are
composed of a hydrophobic and one (AB-type, diblock) or two (ABA-
type, triblock) hydrophilic blocks. Hence, similar to lipids block
copolymers can self- assemble to form spherical particles, worm-
like structures, hollow vesicles and planar membrane sheets29,175.
In contrast to lipids, polymers can be adjusted to meet specific
needs: the membrane thickness, rigidity and permeability can be
controlled by tuning the block length and the hydrophilic to hydropho-
bic block ratio1,29. Beside poly(butadiene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide)
(PB-PEO) diblock copolymers, poly(2-methyloxazoline)-block-poly-
(dimethysiloxane) (PMOXA-PDMS) diblock or poly(2-methyloxazoline)-
block-poly-(dimethysiloxane)-block-poly(2-methyloxazoline) (PMOXA-
PDMS-PMOXA) triblock copolymers are commonly used for self-
assembly involving proteins or other biomolecules. Their low glass
transition temperature and resulting flexibility as well as lateral diffu-
sion properties make them good candidates for the reconstitution of
membrane proteins1. The combination of PDMS-PMOXA polymer
membranes and the efficiency and selectivity of biological compo-
nents such as enzymes and membrane proteins combines the “best
of both worlds” and can be exploited towards building synthetic
nanoscale devices1. Such molecular factories can be envisioned per-
forming enzymatic production or degradation of specific compounds
(antibiotics, etc.) or take over a desired functionality176. Exam-
ples described in the past decade were facilitated by the progress
of structural biology and the derived methods for membrane pro-
tein reconstitution177,178,179,180,181,165. Yet, in case of polymer systems
progress has been slower due to their lower prominence and com-
mercial availability compared to phospholipids. Thus far, mainly
robust membrane proteins have been used for reconstitution in poly-
mer membranes and the goal to combine biological with synthetic
parts from chemistry has only partly been achieved1. More sophis-
ticated systems require the presence of an energy source such as
the generation and upkeep of proton gradients in addition to the
reconstitution in the synthetic membrane. Bacteriorhodopsin (BR)
and proteorhodopsin (PR) are well-known for their ability to form
proton gradients upon illumination105,110,100. BR has been extensively
studied over the years, from solving its crystal structure to using it
as a light-triggered conductor181. PR has a similar structure to BR
but is more accessible to genetic engineering and can be easily ex-
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pressed in Escherichia coli. Examples from possible modifications are
the adjustment of its absorption wavelength, integration of a chemical
on/off-switch and the attachment of a hydrophilic protein to guide
the orientation during insertion into the membrane, which is crucial
for its functionality103,160,161. In this work, we employ DoE to opti-
mize reconstitution of a proteorhodopsin-green fluorescent protein
fusion protein (PR-GFP) into liposomes and polymersomes. GFP
guides the orientation during the insertion process into preformed
vesicles due to its hydrophilic nature, which does not allow passage
through the hydrophobic inner part of the membrane161. Additionally,
GFP’s fluorescence enables detection of the protein in the resulting
assemblies. 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3- phosphocholine (DOPC) and
PMOXA17-PDMS65-PMOXA17 (ABA) were used as phospholipid or
block copolymer building blocks1,182, whereby DOPC served as a
benchmark and allowed a direct comparison of the two membrane
systems. The proteovesicle formation under varying pH values, deter-
gent (n-octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside, OG) and PR-GFP concentrations
was investigated in a first step to identify factor combinations that
yield uniform vesicles containing PR-GFP. Subsequently, the PR-GFP’s
function was assessed. Based on the obtained data, the reconstitution
was optimized for DOPC liposomes and ABA polymersomes to yield
fully functional proteovesicles.
5.2 Results & Discussion
Sample # pH LPR/PPR (w/v)
/
cPR−GFP[mg/mL]
OG
[%](w/v)
1 7 80 / 0.05 1.25
2 8 80 / 0.05 2.00
3 7 135 / 0.03 2.00
4 6 135 / 0.03 1.25
5 8 135 / 0.03 0.50
6 6 25 / 0.16 2.00
7 7 25 / 0.16 0.50
8 6 80 / 0.05 0.50
9 8 25 / 0.16 1.25
Table 5.1: Experimental plan of the used
definitive screening design. The plan
was used for the first screening experi-
ments for both membrane types. Each
experiment was done in triplicates.
Sample # pH LPR (w/v) /
cPR−GFP[mg/mL]
OG
[%](w/v)
1 7 75 / 0.05 2.00
2 6 75 / 0.05 1.38
3 8 50 / 0.08 2.00
4 8 25 / 0.16 1.38
5 7 25 / 0.16 0.75
6 6 50 / 0.08 0.75
7 7 50 / 0.08 1.38
8 8 75 / 0.05 0.75
9 6 25 / 0.16 2.00
Table 5.2: Experimental plan of the sec-
ond screening design. The plan was
used for the DOPC proteoliposomes.
Each experiment was done in triplicates.
Sample # pH PPR (w/v) /
cPR−GFP[mg/mL]
OG
[%](w/v)
1 6.50 125 / 0.03 1.13
2 8 70 / 0.06 1.13
3 8 97.5 / 0.04 1.75
4 6.50 97.5 / 0.04 0.50
5 8 125 / 0.03 0.50
6 7.25 70 / 0.06 0.50
7 7.25 97.5 / 0.04 1.13
8 7.25 125 / 0.03 1.75
9 6.50 70 / 0.06 1.75
Table 5.3: Experimental plan of the sec-
ond screening design. The plan was
used for the ABA proteopolymersomes.
Each experiment was done in triplicates.
Within this project a definitive screening design (DSD) as pro-
posed recently by Jones and Nachtsheim166,167 was used, which fo-
cuses on efficiency and reduces the number of experimental trials.
In contrast to the classical sequential approach (screening, effect es-
timation, optimization), it is possible to apply a one-step screening
and optimization to the process of interest. Additionally, the fac-
tors’ significance was estimated via stepwise regression and only
significant factors were kept in the model equations167. The factors
lipid/polymer-to-protein ratio (LPR or PPR, w/w), detergent con-
centration (OG) and pH value were determined to be critical for
a functional reconstitution of PR-GFP25,26. The size of the formed
vesicles was determined via dynamic light scattering (DLS) and fluo-
rescent correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and was used as one response.
As FCS only detects objects associated with PR-GFP, we could poten-
tially detect different vesicle populations. The polydispersity index
(PdI), obtained from cumulant analysis, was utilized as a measure
for homogeneity. In order to measure PR-GFP’s proton pumping
capability, we encapsulated the pH- responsive fluorescent dye pyra-
nine and calculated the pH change over time during illumination via
the change of fluorescence intensity165. The screening was split in
two steps and the corresponding experimental plans for each run can
be found in Table 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. Assuming that the formation of
a proton gradient should work best with PR-GFP reconstituted in
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large unilamellar vesicles, we investigated the vesicle formation via
film rehydration in the presence of PR-GFP for DOPC and ABA25,183.
These results defined a parameter region, which fulfilled the prede-
termined criteria for size and homogeneity. In a second experimental
run, this region of interest was investigated in more detail and the
proton pumping activity was measured. Combining both data sets
for the regression, a second-degree polynomial model as described
in section 1.4, equation 1.2, p. 40 was derived for each response. The
multi-response optimization was carried out with the help of corre-
sponding desirability functions184. We carried out an optimization
towards maximum size, homogeneity and proton pumping activity.
5.2.1 Formation of DOPC and ABA proteovesicles
Figure 5.2: The interaction plots show
the behavior of formed proteoliposomes
towards changing reconstitution condi-
tions. The data is grouped by pH value,
different LPR values are indicated by
the data point’s symbol and the used
OG concentrations are presented on the
x-axis. The lines show a potential trend-
line and serve as a guide to the eye only.
Error bars represent the standard error
of the mean, n = 3. The underlying data
can be found in Table 5.4, p. 77 and Ta-
ble 5.5, p. 78. The DLS data is plotted
in Figure 5.5, p. 81 and Figure 5.6, p. 82.
FCS data is plotted in Figure 5.7, p. 83
and Figure 5.8, p. 84. TEM images can
be found in Figure 5.9, p. 85.
In the first round of experiments, the OG concentration was
varied between 0.5 and 2 % and a clear tendency towards bigger
sizes at detergent concentrations above 1 % is observed in case of the
proteoliposomes (Figure 5.2, left). The observed sizes are well below
the pore size of the last extrusion step (200 nm, see section 3.2.4, p.
55 . This effect is pronounced at pH 6 and pH 8 as well as low LPR
values. However, at pH 6 and LPR 80 / 0.05 mg/mL PR-GFP, the
measured sizes diverge clearly (Figure 5.2, left). The objects detected
by FCS are in the range of 45 nm whereas DLS detects objects around
110 nm. A similar difference is seen at pH 6, LPR 135 / 0.03 mg/mL
PR-GFP as well as at pH 7, LPR 25 / 0.16 mg/mL PR-GFP and 80
/ 0.05 mg/mL PR-GFP, albeit not as pronounced as at lower pH
values. This indicates the presence of two populations and a tendency
of PR-GFP to partition into smaller sized structures. Imaging the
sample via transmission electron microscopy (TEM) confirmed the
presence of two populations (Figure 5.9). Estimating the median
number of PR-GFP per proteoliposome via FCS provides further
evidence (see Figure 5.11, p. 86). At pH 6, LPR 80 and 0.5 % OG,
only a median value of 18 PRG-FP molecules (first quartile (Q1):
2/third quartile (Q3): 30) is detected whereas at pH 7, LPR 80 and
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Figure 5.3: Similar to the proteolipo-
somes’ interaction plot (Figure 5.2), he
data is grouped by pH value and dif-
ferent PPR values are indicated by the
data point’s symbol. The used OG con-
centrations are presented on the x-axis.
The lines show a potential trend-line and
serve as a guide to the eye only. Error
bars represent the standard error of the
mean, n = 3. The underlying data can
be found in Table 5.6, p. 79 and Table
5.7, p. 80. The DLS data is plotted in
Figure 5.5, p. 81 and Figure 5.6, p. 82.
FCS data is plotted in Figure 5.7, p. 83
and Figure 5.8, p. 84. TEM images can
be found in Figure 5.10, p. 85
1.25 % OG 32 PR-GFP molecules (Q1: 20/Q3: 54) are detected. The
proteopolymersomes’ formation at various conditions is different
from the liposomes (Figure 5.3, left). First of all, the observed sizes
are smaller, ranging from 30 to 100 nm. Second, we observed that the
sizes determined by FCS and DLS disagree stronger compared to the
liposomes (Figure 5.3, left).
At pH 6, 1.25 % OG and PPR 135 / 0.03 mg/mL PR-GFP, FCS
reports sizes of 51 ± 26 nm on average whereas DLS estimates 90 ±
11 nm. Similar to the observations made with the proteoliposomes,
the results indicate two vesicle populations and the partitioning of
PR-GFP into the smaller population. TEM shows an increase of
small spherical objects as seen in Figure 5.10. It should be noted
that the preparation method used in this work always lead to the
formation of small micelle-like objects. However, in contrast to the
proteoliposomes, the phenomenon is pronounced at medium to high
detergent concentration (1.25 % and 2 % OG) and nearly disappears
at pH 8, as can be seen at pH 8, PPR 25 and 1.25 % OG. The number
of PR-GFP molecules increases to 31 (Q1: 21/Q3: 59), which is a
threefold increase compared to the 11 PR- GFP molecules (Q1: 2/Q3:
46) detected at pH 6, 1.25 % OG and PPR 135 / 0.03 mg/mL PR-GFP
(see Figure 5.12, p. 87). The PdI value was used as an indicator for
the homogeneity of the vesicle populations. At low LPR values, acidic
and basic conditions, the proteoliposomes are more homogeneous
(Figure 5.2, right). At neutral pH no clear trend can be observed.
Contrary to the liposomes, the pH has a strong influence on the PdI
of the proteopolymersomes (Figure 5.3, right). At pH 6, values range
from 0.17 to 0.33 whereas at pH 8, it only slightly deviates around
0.17. The measurements from the second round of experiments (see
Table 5.2) fit within the trends observed in the first round experiments
(compare Figure 5.2 with Table 5.4 and 5.5 as well as Figure 5.3 with
Tables 5.6 and 5.7). The data for the size and the PdI were combined
with the first set of experiments to increase the accuracy of the model
(see Tables 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7).
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of a) FCS, b)
DLS and c) PdI measurement and pre-
dicted data via boxplots. Underly-
ing data is presented as white points,
whereas the diamonds show the mean.
The center line of the box represents the
median, the box limits the 25th and 75th
percentiles, and the whiskers extend to
the largest value no further than 1.5 *
IQR. Here, data beyond the whiskers
are considered outliers. T-tests indicate
that the predicted and the measured val-
ues are not significantly different for
the proteoliposomes (p-values for FCS:
0.3989, DLS: 0.1243 and PdI: 0.2515) or
proteopolymersomes (p-values for FCS:
0.5618, DLS: 0.6584 and PdI: 0.4939).
Moreover, we used the models derived from the first set of experi-
ments to predict the outcome of the second one and to validate our
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approach. The size of PRGFP-containing liposomes increases with
higher amounts of OG at pH 6 and pH 8, whereas at pH 7 the size
remains stable (see Figure 5.2). A low LPR benefits the formation
of larger proteoliposomes. The trend that increasing pH values are
beneficial for the formation of larger proteopolymersomes is further
supported by additional data, including new pH values fitting into
the new experimental boundaries (see Figure 5.3). The largest pro-
teopolymersomes containing PRGFP are obtained at a pH range from
7.25 to 8. Similarly, the new data points of the PdI measurement fit
as anticipated (see Figure 5.2 and 5.3). A low LPR is beneficial for a
low PdI when reconstituting PR-GFP into DOPC lipsomes. Across all
measured pH values, the lowest PdI was obtained when a LPR of 25
/ 0.16 mg/mL PR-GFP was used. Contrary to the proteoliposomes,
the pH value has a bigger influence on the PdI of the proteopolymer-
somes, with the lowest values being present at pH > 7 (see Figure 5.3).
The upcoming analysis of the model fitted to the data will offer some
explanations for the observed phenomena.
pH LPR OG [%] (w, v) FCS [nm] DLS [nm] PdI Block
7 80 1.25 120 127 0.08 1
8 80 2.00 125 127 0.09 1
7 135 2.00 116 92 0.14 1
6 135 1.25 99 82 0.12 1
8 135 0.50 92 114 0.20 1
6 25 2.00 139 146 0.04 1
7 25 0.50 113 112 0.09 1
6 80 0.50 53 103 0.15 1
8 25 1.25 147 151 0.08 1
7 80 1.25 141 134 0.18 2
8 80 2.00 174 125 0.16 2
7 135 2.00 116 116 0.11 2
6 135 1.25 82 104 0.18 2
8 135 0.50 88 109 0.20 2
6 25 2.00 134 141 0.05 2
7 25 0.50 106 114 0.20 2
6 80 0.50 64 125 0.11 2
8 25 1.25 176 128 0.12 2
7 80 1.25 45 109 0.09 3
8 80 2.00 66 91 0.13 3
7 135 2.00 72 99 0.11 3
6 135 1.25 17 100 0.11 3
8 135 0.50 29 106 0.11 3
6 25 2.00 110 125 0.07 3
7 25 0.50 26 108 0.10 3
6 80 0.50 24 100 0.10 3
8 25 1.25 93 141 0.04 3
Table 5.4: Summarized tabular results of
the first DSD run for DOPC proteolipo-
somes.
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pH LPR OG [%]
(w,v)
FCS
[nm]
DLS
[nm]
PdI ∆F460
[%]
Block
7 75 2.00 115 94 0.11 -4.61 1
7 75 2.00 101 97 0.11 -5.08 1
7 75 2.00 96 87 0.11 -4.47 1
6 75 1.38 121 104 0.10 -4.34 1
6 75 1.38 108 81 0.10 -3.38 1
6 75 1.38 91 95 0.11 -4.07 1
8 50 2.00 88 105 0.10 -6.76 1
8 50 2.00 101 101 0.10 -3.97 1
8 50 2.00 98 94 0.10 -3.46 1
8 25 1.38 64 115 0.08 -1.95 2
8 25 1.38 74 134 0.06 -2.51 2
8 25 1.38 124 123 0.07 -4.91 2
7 25 0.75 132 124 0.07 -1.52 2
7 25 0.75 116 122 0.09 -7.53 2
7 25 0.75 116 130 0.07 -8.29 2
6 50 0.75 110 126 0.08 -5.16 2
6 50 0.75 120 102 0.18 -4.48 2
6 50 0.75 110 119 0.18 -4.81 2
7 50 1.38 110 105 0.13 -6.83 3
7 50 1.38 102 126 0.06 -5.15 3
7 50 1.38 103 117 0.05 -4.00 3
8 75 0.75 61 83 0.13 -2.59 3
8 75 0.75 67 63 0.15 -4.47 3
8 75 0.75 67 66 0.17 -3.30 3
6 25 2.00 94 126 0.13 -4.40 3
6 25 2.00 126 132 0.06 -4.61 3
6 25 2.00 104 145 0.05 -4.61 3
Table 5.5: Summarized tabular results of
the second DSD run for DOPC proteoli-
posomes. Note that the proton gradient
amplitude has not been converted to pH
units.
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pH PPR OG [%] (w, v) FCS [nm] DLS [nm] PdI Block
7 80 1.25 70 98 0.15 1
8 80 2.00 34 71 0.16 1
7 135 2.00 34 65 0.16 1
6 135 1.25 35 94 0.15 1
8 135 0.50 87 97 0.15 1
6 25 2.00 59 90 0.35 1
7 25 0.50 125 62 0.29 1
6 80 0.50 69 76 0.24 1
8 25 1.25 102 73 0.19 1
7 80 1.25 52 83 0.16 2
8 80 2.00 70 73 0.17 2
7 135 2.00 29 76 0.12 2
6 135 1.25 37 98 0.18 2
8 135 0.50 95 89 0.21 2
6 25 2.00 61 56 0.33 2
7 25 0.50 68 57 0.17 2
6 80 0.50 67 29 0.28 2
8 25 1.25 80 75 0.14 2
7 80 1.25 75 63 0.17 3
8 80 2.00 68 77 0.16 3
7 135 2.00 64 75 0.14 3
6 135 1.25 81 78 0.20 3
8 135 0.50 67 98 0.17 3
6 25 2.00 78 62 0.19 3
7 25 0.50 58 55 0.19 3
6 80 0.50 98 33 0.24 3
8 25 1.25 70 66 0.17 3
Table 5.6: Summarized tabular results of
the first DSD run for ABA proteopoly-
mersomes.
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pH PPR OG [%]
(w,v)
FCS
[nm]
DLS
[nm]
PdI ∆F460
[%]
Block
6.50 125.00 1.12 85 62 0.16 -5.52 1
6.50 125.00 1.12 80 62 0.17 -1.00 1
6.50 125.00 1.12 113 41 0.35 -1.70 1
8.00 70.00 1.12 94 53 0.30 -2.94 1
8.00 70.00 1.12 77 57 0.28 -4.77 1
8.00 70.00 1.12 100 65 0.18 -0.64 1
8.00 97.50 1.75 85 35 0.31 -1.02 1
8.00 97.50 1.75 86 72 0.16 -4.29 1
8.00 97.50 1.75 93 83 0.14 -1.21 1
6.50 97.50 0.50 95 33 0.25 -0.58 2
6.50 97.50 0.50 83 28 0.26 -5.98 2
6.50 97.50 0.50 76 31 0.24 0.37 2
8.00 125.00 0.50 83 32 0.31 -0.98 2
8.00 125.00 0.50 99 97 0.16 -6.30 2
8.00 125.00 0.50 149 79 0.20 -6.30 2
7.25 70.00 0.50 141 64 0.29 -3.37 2
7.25 70.00 0.50 115 51 0.32 -6.78 2
7.25 70.00 0.50 104 74 0.14 -1.80 2
7.25 97.50 1.12 121 84 0.14 -5.30 3
7.25 97.50 1.12 101 94 0.12 -4.16 3
7.25 97.50 1.12 84 84 0.12 -4.00 3
7.25 125.00 1.75 83 55 0.28 -4.36 3
7.25 125.00 1.75 66 61 0.16 -2.02 3
7.25 125.00 1.75 74 58 0.22 -2.89 3
6.50 70.00 1.75 95 82 0.13 0.95 3
6.50 70.00 1.75 95 82 0.12 -3.99 3
6.50 70.00 1.75 94 57 0.23 -1.52 3
Table 5.7: Summarized tabular results
of the second DSD run for ABA pro-
teopolymersomes. Note that the proton
gradient amplitude has not been con-
verted to pH units.
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Figure 5.5: Numbers distributions of the
formed proteovesicles of the first DSD.
The DOPC and ABA vesicles are shown
side by side and are sorted by their cor-
responding sample number (see Table
5.1).
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Figure 5.6: Numbers distributions of
the formed proteovesicles of the sec-
ond DSD. The DOPC and ABA vesicles
are shown side by side and are sorted
by their corresponding sample number.
Please note that the conditions for each
sample differ in the second DSD (see
Table 5.2 and 5.3).
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Figure 5.7: FCS correlation curves of the
formed proteovesicles of the first DSD.
The DOPC and ABA vesicles are shown
side by side and are sorted by their cor-
responding sample number (see Table
5.1). Oregon green 488 and PR-GFP in
reconstitution buffer (see section 3.2.6)
are shown for comparison.
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Figure 5.8: FCS correlation curves of
the formed proteovesicles of the sec-
ond DSD. The DOPC and ABA vesicles
are shown side by side and are sorted
by their corresponding sample number.
Please note that the conditions for each
sample differ in the second DSD (see ta-
ble 5.2 and 5.3). Oregon green 488 and
PR-GFP in reconstitution buffer (see sec-
tion 3.2.6) are shown for comparison.
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Figure 5.9: Transmission electron micro-
graphs of the objects formed by DOPC
and PR-GFP after the first DSD. Shown
are representative pictures of the sample
1-9, from left to right (see Table 5.1).
Figure 5.10: Transmission electron mi-
crographs of the objects formed by
PMOXA-PDMS-PMOXA and PR-GFP
after the first DSD. Shown are represen-
tative pictures of the sample 1-9, from
left to right (see Table 5.1).
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Figure 5.11: The distribution of the num-
ber of PR-GFP per proteoliposome de-
termined via FCS. The data is grouped
by pH (upper line) and LPR (lower line).
The color indicates the OG concentra-
tion. Shown are only vesicles with up to
200 PR-GFP molecules. The histogram
is overlain by the corresponding density
function which shows the theoretical dis-
tribution based on the data. The median
of the distribution is given in the text
label.
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Figure 5.12: The distribution of the num-
ber of PR-GFP per proteoliposome de-
termined via FCS. The data is grouped
by pH (upper line) and LPR (lower line).
The color indicates the OG concentra-
tion. Shown are only vesicles with up to
200 PR-GFP molecules. The histogram
is overlain by the corresponding density
function which shows the theoretical dis-
tribution based on the data. The median
of the distribution is given in the text
label.
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5.2.2 Model analysis
A second-degree polynomial model (see Equation 1.2, p. 40) was
fitted to the two data sets via forward stepwise regression (see section
3.2.8, p. 57), allowing a deeper analysis of the behavior of the two
membrane systems (see Figure 5.13). From a modeling perspective
it should be noted that the variance is higher in case of the polymer-
somes and cannot be explained well by the model (compare Table 5.9,
p. 89 and Table 5.10, p. 90). The formation of proteopolymersomes
under the tested conditions results in a higher variety of sizes that can-
not be explained purely by batch-to-batch variations as the designated
blocking variables in the model are mostly insignificant (blocking vari-
ables represent any non-controllable environmental condition which
can have an influence on the experiment). Our approach to select a
sub-region of the parameter space which yields well-formed vesicles
(illustrated in Figure 3) allowed us to verify predictions based on the
models obtained in the first DSD.
Figure 5.13: I. The contour plot visual-
izes the proteolipsomes size, modeled
from the first round of experiments de-
pending on the LPR and OG concentra-
tion, whereas the pH value is fixed at
7. The color gradient indicates differ-
ent sizes and shows a trend towards a
region within the design space which
yields homogeneous, large proteolipo-
somes (highlighted by the red box). II.
This region of interest applies to all three
responses as shown in the stacked con-
tour plots for both membrane types.
Red boxes encompass the subregions
of the design space which was subse-
quently screened for proteovesicles with
functioning PR-GFP.
DOPC ABA
pH 6-8 6.5-8
OG [%, w,v] 0.75-2 0.5-1.75
cPR−GFP [mg/mL] 0.16-0.05 0.06-0.03
LPR / PPR 25-75 70-135
Table 5.8: The factor limits derived for
the second definitive screening design.
These limits create the boundaries for a
sub-region of the parameter space that
yields large uniform proteovesicles.
Comparing the overall means of the responses to the predictions
(Figure 5.4, p. 76) results in no statistical significant difference. Look-
ing at the two membrane systems it can be concluded that the forma-
tion of proteoliposomes and proteopolymersomes is different. Only
one combination, namely pH 8, LPR 135 / 0.03 mg/mL and 0.5 % OG,
resulted in nearly identical results for lipid and polymer assemblies
(compare Figure 5.5, p. 81 and Figure 5.7, p. 83). The only significant
factor shared among all models for both membrane types is the LPR
or PPR (see Table 5.9, p. 89 and Table 5.10, p. 90). This is rather sur-
prising as previous studies suggested that the detergent concentration
would be the most influential factor during the protein reconstitu-
tion25,26. Indeed, the size of the LPR/PPR coefficient is comparable
to or higher than OG’s (see Table 5.9, p. 89 and Table 5.10, p. 90).
PR-GFP concentration (see Tables 5.1–5.3, p. 74) plays an important
role in all three responses, FCS, DLS and PdI, for both membrane
types and appears in linear and interaction terms. Additionally, the
detergent concentration appears to have the highest influence on the
proteoliposome formation whereas the pH value alone does not. It
is only significant for the description of the FCS data. The pH value
naturally has an effect on proteins, which is reflected by highly sig-
nificant interaction term pH*LPR (see Table 5.9, p. 89). In case of the
proteopolymersomes, the pH value has considerable more influence
on the homogeneity of the vesicle population. This trend is verified
further in the second DSD (see Table 5.10, p. 90) and supports the
assumption that polymer membranes are different from lipid mem-
branes when used for protein reconstitution. It should be assumed
that the pH affects the polymer self-assembly or the pH value affects
PR-GFP, which then in turn interacts with the polymer assembly. It
was stated in literature that detergents do not interact in the same
way with polymersomes as with liposomes117. The detergent micelles
coexist with the vesicles up to a threshold limit and a further increase
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leads to dissolution of the polymer membranes117. This observation is
supported by the data and results from this study and the role of the
pH should move into the focus of research. The effect of the detergent
concentration on the reconstitution of PR-GFP is interesting. As de-
scribed in literature, the formation of proteoliposomes and successful
reconstitution of membrane proteins into them is highly dependent
on the type and amount of used detergent26. This is again reflected
by the obtained model which includes LPR*OG interaction terms for
the FCS’ description. This mirrors the requirement of the correct
amount of detergent necessary to destabilize the liposome membrane
and allows transfer of the protein during detergent removal into it.
However, this term is completely absent in case of the proteopolymer-
somes’ models. Generally, OG terms are only significant in two (FCS
and DLS) of three cases (see Table 5.10, p. 90).
FCS DLS PdI
B std. Error p B std. Error p B std. Error p
Intercept 130.75 8.78 <0.001 123.88 5.86 <0.001 0.11 0.01 <0.001
Block
Block 2 8.56 8.46 0.318 4.67 5.10 0.366 0.04 0.02 0.023
Block 3 -58.00 8.46 <0.001 -8.33 5.10 0.110 -0.01 0.02 0.343
Block 4 -15.45 10.59 0.152 -22.95 6.42 <0.001 0.01 0.02 0.636
Block 5 -28.45 10.57 0.010 -12.34 6.44 0.063 0.01 0.02 0.472
Block 6 -37.03 10.14 <0.001 -18.82 6.11 0.004 0.01 0.02 0.438
pH 10.58 3.66 0.006 0.99 2.25 0.663
LPR -17.26 4.15 <0.001 -14.07 2.51 <0.001 0.03 0.01 <0.001
OG 22.69 3.90 <0.001 5.10 2.42 0.041 -0.02 0.01 0.004
pH:LPR 39.34 9.32 <0.001 16.44 5.82 0.007
pH:OG 11.18 8.55 0.199 15.29 5.17 0.005
LPR:OG 14.64 5.35 0.009 -13.03 4.59 0.007
LPR² 14.46 10.19 0.164 18.37 6.15 0.005 -0.01 0.01 0.228
OG² -43.25 10.06 <0.001 -19.71 6.13 0.003 0.02 0.01 0.093
pH² -8.82 4.45 0.054
Observations 54 54 54
R2/adj. R2 0.792/0.724 0.776/0.695 0.533/0.438
F-statistics 11.687*** 9.627*** 5.590***
Table 5.9: Model coefficients of the re-
sponse surface model describing the
characteristics of the formed PRGFP pro-
teoliposomes of the combined data set.
Bold text highlights statistical signifi-
cance (α = 0.05).
5.2.3 Proton pumping
The formation of a proton gradient should depend on the number
of pumps present, their orientation and their structural integrity185.
Thus, the highest proton-pumping activity is expected to be found
within the derived region yielding homogeneous, large proteovesicles.
The measurement was based on the encapsulation of the pH-sensitive
molecular probe pyranine. Its change of fluorescence intensity was
used to calculate the internal change of pH (see section 3.2.7)165. The
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FCS DLS PdI
B std. Error p B std. Error p B std. Error p
Intercept 71.15 8.15 <0.001 88.92 6.46 <0.001 0.16 0.03 <0.001
Block
Block 2 -6.22 8.57 0.472 -10.00 7.21 0.172 -0.01 0.03 0.752
Block 3 4.89 8.57 0.571 -13.22 7.21 0.073 -0.02 0.03 0.409
Block 4 23.83 9.33 0.014 -31.44 8.10 <0.001 0.06 0.03 0.047
Block 5 22.10 10.48 0.041 -26.64 8.43 0.003 0.04 0.03 0.279
Block 6 27.65 9.63 0.006 -16.11 7.75 0.044 0.00 0.03 0.884
pH 4.33 3.53 0.226 6.70 2.96 0.029 -0.03 0.01 0.018
PPR -8.95 3.97 0.029 6.89 3.22 0.038 -0.02 0.01 0.067
OG -12.83 4.00 0.003 2.44 3.38 0.475 -0.01 0.01 0.527
pH:OG -7.23 5.62 0.205 -12.01 3.76 0.003
PPR² -4.23 8.18 0.608
OG² -12.37 5.96 0.044 0.04 0.02 0.094
pH² 0.03 0.02 0.185
Observations 54 54 54
R2/adj. R2 0.569/0.469 0.508/0.393 0.348/0.197
F-statistics 5.684*** 4.434*** 2.300***
Table 5.10: Model coefficients of the
response surface model describing the
characteristics of the formed PRGFP pro-
teopolymersomes of the combined data
set. Bold text highlights statistical signif-
icance (α = 0.05).
Figure 5.14: Interaction plots of the ob-
served pH change in DOPC proteolipo-
somes and ABA proteopolymersomes
grouped by pH values. Shown are the
mean values of the corresponding mea-
surements. Connecting lines represent a
quadratic fit and serve as a guide to the
eye. Error bars represent the standard
error of the mean, n = 3.
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highest decrease of 0.11 pH units was observed in proteoliposomes
formed at pH 7 using 0.75 % of OG and a LPR of 25 / 0.16 mg/mL
PR-GFP (see Figure 5.14 and 5.18, p. 92). However, also the variance
was highest using these conditions. Proteoliposomes formed at pH
6 resulted in more reproducible gradients of 0.08 to 0.09 pH units.
Overall, the highest gradients formed were observed using a low LPR
of 25 / 0.16 mg/mL PR-GFP and non-basic pH (see Figure 5.18, p.
92, sample 5). The gradients formed within the proteopolymersomes
were lower on average (see Figure 5.14 and 5.18, p. 92). A decrease
of 0.04 pH units at pH 6.5, PPR 97.5 / 0.04 mg/mL PR-GFP and 0.5
% OG was the lowest observed (see Figure 5.18, p. 92, sample 9),
whereas the combination of pH 8, PPR 125 / 0.03 mg/mL PR-GFP
and 0.5 % OG resulted in a decrease of 0.09 pH units (see Figure 5.18,
p. 92, sample 5 & 7).
Figure 5.15: The modeled response sur-
faces of the pH gradient depending
on the two most influential factors are
shown. The preference of acidic pH val-
ues and low detergent concentrations for
DOPC proteoliposomes becomes clearly
visible (top). Contrary, the formed pH
gradient becomes larger at basic pH val-
ues in case of the ABA proteopolymer-
somes as well as higher PPR values (bot-
tom).
In DOPC liposomes, the amplitude of the pH gradient is influenced
by all three parameters during reconstitution (see Table 5.11, p. 93).
The lower the LPR (i.e. the more pumps are present), or the lower
the detergent concentration, the higher the activity (Figure 5.15, top).
Furthermore, a near- neutral pH value in the range of 6.5 to 6.8 during
reconstitution is beneficial for PR-GFP’s activity. (Figure 5.15, top).
Looking at the contour of LPR and OG one can see a clear gradient
towards the low factor settings (LPR 25 – 40, 0.75 – 1.2 % OG, see
Figure 5.17). A likely explanation is that in a low detergent regime,
the vesicular structure remains largely intact, allowing a primarily
oriented insertion of numerous proteins into the membrane25. In
terms of pH, the opposite behavior is observed in polymersomes
(Figure 5.15, bottom): A pH of 8 is suited best for a large gradient
amplitude. Similar to the DOPC liposomes, the OG concentration is
suitable in the lower range. However, the PPR moves towards a lower
number of proteins available for insertion (Figure 5.15, top).
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Figure 5.16: The median number of PR-
GFP per vesicle plotted against the LPR
or PPR. The plot is based on the data
shown in figure 20 and 21 and no group-
ing has been applied to the data. The col-
ors indicate the membrane type. Dashed
lines indicate a linear trend which serves
as a guide for the eye only.
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Figure 5.17: Contourplot of PR-GFP‘s ac-
tivity in DOPC proteoliposomes. Shown
are is the pH gradient formation depen-
dent on the LPR and OG concentration.
Comparing the number of PR-GFP molecules detected by FCS
after reconstitution with the starting LPR/PPR (see Figure 5.16) it
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is clearly visible that for proteoliposomes a decreasing LPR leads to
more PR-GFP per vesicle. However, this seems not to be true for poly-
mersomes, where the number of PR-GFP per vesicle remains largely
constant and even an opposite trend can be observed. The similar
amplitude of the proteopolymersomes’ pH gradient (see Figure 5.18,
p. 92, sample 5 & 7) with fewer pumps can be explained by a re-
duced back diffusion1,185,158. The permeability of protons through the
PMOXA-PDMS-PMOXA membranes is lower and thus fewer pumps
are necessary to achieve the same gradient. This underlines again
the different mechanisms for lipid and polymer membranes result-
ing in a functional reconstitution, mainly the role of the detergent
concentration and the pH.
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Figure 5.18: pH change inside ABA and
DOPC proteovesicles calculated from
the flourescence intensity change of
pyranine. The DOPC and ABA vesicles
are shown side by side and are sorted
by their corresponding sample number.
Please note that the conditions for each
sample differ in the second DSD (see
Table 5.2 and 5.3, p. 74).
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Activity
B std. Error p
Intercept -5.23 0.46 <0.001
Block
Block 2 3.27 1.15 0.011
Block 3 1.54 0.66 0.031
pH 0.63 0.17 0.001
LPR 3.26 0.99 0.004
OG 2.09 0.59 0.002
pH² 1.73 0.32 <0.001
OG² -1.19 0.43 0.014
pH:OG -0.37 0.34 0.294
Observations 27
R2/adj. R2 0.811/0.728
F-statistics 9.683***
Activity
B std. Error p
Intercept -2.20 0.92 0.028
Block
Block 2 0.55 0.92 0.557
Block 3 -0.78 1.16 0.510
pH -1.67 0.45 0.001
PPR -0.85 0.46 0.078
OG 1.10 0.86 0.215
pH:OG 1.70 0.77 0.039
pH² 1.21 1.13 0.297
Observations 27
R2/adj. R2 0.866/0.817
F-statistics 17.610***
Table 5.11: Model coefficients of the re-
sponse surface model describing the ob-
served change in pH in PRGFP proteoli-
posomes (left) and proteopolymersomes
(right). Bold text highlights statistical
significance (α = 0.05).
5.2.4 Linear vs. linear mixed models
Using blocking factors is very convenient to counter variations
which are caused by different subjects or groups of subjects. For
example, testing medication on different human test subjects usually
requires looking at their response individually when they cannot
form a homogeneous group. In biochemical experiments different
batches of substrates like proteins, DNA, etc. can lead to strong
variations between the experiments which are not caused by the
experimenters manipulation. Within this work, the experiments were
grouped in 3 runs of 9 experiments. Thus, each DSD was repeated
three times and all samples within a block are prepared from the
same starting materials. Even though blocking factors help in the
analysis of the data, they can complicate making predictions from
the derived models. If the effect of the blocking factor is significant
and causes batch-to-batch variations and the blocking factor cannot
be controled, then a linear mixed model needs to be employed. This
model contains the fixed factors, here pH, OG concentration and LPR
or PPR. A random factor, here called block, is added and takes the
randomness into account. The problem arises when one is trying to
assess the certainty of the predictions. Prediction intervals cannot
be computed easily and it becomes necessary to estimate them via
simulating several hundreds possible values. However, it is possible to
assess the influence of the blocking factor via the intraclass-correlation
coefficient (ICC). It is calculated by dividing the between-group-
variance by the total variance. If the correlation is close to zero it
means that the observations within groups is no more similar than
from different groups. Thus, a linear mixed model is not necessary
to employ. The Tables 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 show the findings of using
linear mixed models on the data.
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FCS DLS PdI
B std. Error p B std. Error p B std. Error p
Fixed Parts
Intercept 108.71 11.44 <0.001 113.15 5.80 <0.001 0.12 0.01 <0.001
pH 10.44 3.63 0.004 1.19 2.22 0.594
LPR -16.88 4.10 <0.001 -13.31 2.46 <0.001 0.03 0.01 <0.001
OG 22.74 3.85 <0.001 4.56 2.39 0.056 -0.02 0.01 <0.001
pH:LPR 38.88 9.10 <0.001 17.67 5.54 0.001
pH:OG 11.31 8.29 0.172 16.94 4.89 <0.001
LPR:OG 14.51 5.33 0.006 -12.65 4.54 0.005
LPR² 14.49 9.77 0.138 21.35 5.65 <0.001 -0.01 0.01 0.182
OG² -42.60 9.83 <0.001 -20.48 5.86 <0.001 0.02 0.01 0.089
pH² -8.56 4.42 0.053
Random Parts
σ2 321.286 117.082 0.001
τ00, Block 581.947 90.940 0.000
NBlock 6 6 6
ICCBlock 0.644 0.437 0.150
Observations 54 54 54
R2 0.791 0.771 0.516
Table 5.12: Model coefficients of the lin-
ear mixed model describing the charac-
teristics of the formed PRGFP proteoli-
posomes of the combined data set. The
table is divided into fixed and random
effects. Bold text highlights statistical
significance (α = 0.05).
FCS DLS PdI
B std. Error p B std. Error p B std. Error p
Fixed Parts
Intercept 85.55 6.40 <0.001 72.36 5.67 <0.001 0.17 0.02 <0.001
pH 4.67 3.52 0.185 5.99 2.93 0.041 -0.03 0.01 0.031
PPR -7.29 3.91 0.062 6.25 3.20 0.051 -0.02 0.01 0.099
OG -12.84 3.83 <0.001 3.15 3.21 0.327 -0.01 0.01 0.330
pH:OG -9.68 5.49 0.078 -12.22 3.73 0.001
PPR² -10.05 7.76 0.195
OG² -11.40 5.58 0.041 0.03 0.02 0.110
pH² 0.03 0.02 0.154
Random Parts
σ2 332.796 233.281 0.004
τ00, Block 131.634 101.562 0.001
NBlock 6 6 6
ICCBlock 0.283 0.303 0.145
Observations 54 54 54
R2 0.556 0.499 0.324
Table 5.13: Model coefficients of the lin-
ear mixed model describing the char-
acteristics of the formed PRGFP pro-
teopolymersomes of the combined data
set. The table is divided into fixed and
random effects. Bold text highlights sta-
tistical significance (α = 0.05).
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Activity
B std. Error p
Fixed Parts
Intercept -4.82 0.34 <0.001
pH 0.53 0.18 0.002
LPR 0.74 0.50 0.138
OG 0.53 0.25 0.034
pH:OG -0.08 0.28 0.777
pH² 1.71 0.33 <0.001
OG² -0.82 0.46 0.072
Random Parts
σ2 3.297
τ00, Block 0.000
NBlock 3
ICCBlock 0.000
Observations 27
R2 0.204
Activity
B std. Error p
Fixed Parts
Intercept -3.23 0.76 <0.001
pH -1.67 1.07 0.118
PPR -0.69 1.03 0.503
OG 0.58 0.67 0.388
pH:OG 0.72 1.01 0.475
pH² 2.17 1.59 0.173
Random Parts
σ2 4.802
τ00, Block 0.000
NBlock 3
ICCBlock 0.000
Observations 27
R2 0.203
Table 5.14: Model coefficients of the
linear mixed model describing the ob-
served change in pH in PRGFP proteoli-
posomes (left) and proteopolymersomes
(right). The table is divided into fixed
and random effects. Bold text highlights
statistical significance (α = 0.05).
The ICCs of the proteoliposomes’ FCS, DLS and PdI models are
0.644, 0.437 and 0.150 and for the proteopolymersomes 0.283, 0.303
and 0.145. This indicates a stronger clustering in the proteoliposomes’
data. The models describing the pH gradient formation both have
an ICC of zero. Overall, the ICC is low for all models except for the
proteoliposomes’ FCS data and thus it can be assumed that a linear
mixed model is not necessary. Consequently, only the fixed part’s
coefficients were used and the predictions derived.
5.2.5 Optimization
For the optimization, the gradient formation, the proteovesicle
size and PdI were used as a target to reach large and uniform vesicles.
The model equations 5.1 - 5.8 were used for the optimization process,
which was carried by the use of desirability functions184.
Proteoliposomes
yFCS = 108.71+ 10.44 · xpH − 16.88 · xLPR + 22.74 · xOG
+ 38.88 · xpH · xLPR + 11.31 · xpH · xOG + 14.51 · xLPR · xOG
+ 14.49 · x2LPR − 42.60 · x2OG
(5.1)
yDLS = 113.15+ 1.19 · xpH − 13.31 · xLPR + 4.56 · xOG
+ 17.67 · xpH · xLPR + 16.94 · xpH · xOG − 12.65 · xLPR · xOG
− 8.56 · x2pH + 21.35 · x2LPR − 20.48 · x2OG
(5.2)
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yPdI = 0.117+ 0.028 · xLPR − 0.021 · xOG
− 0.014 · x2LPR + 0.017 · x2OG
(5.3)
Please note that the gradient is here
calculated in relative flourescence units.
This was done to streamline the compu-
tation process. Please refer to section
3.2.7 on how to calculate the ∆pH units.
y∆F460 = − 4.82+ 0.53 · xpH + 0.75 · xLPR + 0.53 · xOG
− 0.08 · xpH · xOG
+ 1.71 · x2pH − 0.83 · x2OG
(5.4)
Protepolymersomes
yFCS = 85.56+ 4.67 · xpH − 7.29 · xPPR − 12.84 · xOG
− 9.68 · xpH · xOG
− 10.05 · x2PPR
(5.5)
yDLS = 72.36+ 5.99 · xpH + 6.26 · xPPR + 3.15 · xOG
− 12.22 · xpH · xOG
− 11.40 · x2OG
(5.6)
yPdI = 0.174− 0.025 · xpH − 0.020 · xPPR − 0.012 · xOG
+ 0.028 · x2pH + 0.033 · x2OG
(5.7)
y∆F460 = − 2.54− 1.76 · xpH − 0.84 · xPPR + 0.39 · xOG
+ 1.96 · xpH · xOG
+ 1.59 · x2pH
(5.8)
Figure 5.19: The optimization process
can be illustrated via the use of isosur-
faces. Here, the surfaces of the formed
pH gradient are shown for DOPC (left)
and ABA (right). Each isosurface cor-
responds to a certain ∆pH value and
the factor combinations resulting in that
value. The dashed arrow illustrates the
convergence towards higher ∆pH val-
ues.
The optimization process is explained exemplarily for the proton
gradient formation. The obtained models span the so-called response
surface for all possible combinations of factors in the investigated
parameter region for all 4 responses, namely the size determined
via FCS and DLS, the corresponding PdI and the amplitude of the
observed proton gradient. In order to find an optimal combination
which maximizes size and gradient amplitude as well as minimizes
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the PdI a global desirability function is used for optimization. The
process of optimization is illustrated in Figure 5.19 for the gradient
formation. Each isosurface represents the distribution of the gra-
dient’s given decrease depending on the factor combination. The
different nature of the two membrane types becomes clear when
comparing the trace of the convergence process between the proteoli-
posomes and the proteopolymersomes as illustrated by the arrows.
As the amplitude of the gradient increases and thus the pH value
inside the vesicles decrease, the factor combination resulting in this
response narrows down. For a slight decrease of 0.09 pH units in
proteoliposomes, approximately half of the parameter space is below
the orange surface. This means, roughly half of all possible LPR, OG
and pH combinations should result in a decrease of 0.09 pH units
or higher. All tested pH values and protein concentrations are still
included. Increasing the amplitude by just 0.02 pH units, the possi-
ble combinations become less and medium to high amounts of OG
become cut-off, thus they do not achieve the required pH gradient.
At the highest amplitude shown here, 0.12 pH units, the possible pH
range is narrowed down to slightly acidic to neutral conditions, the
OG concentration to minimal amounts and the LPR clearly converges
towards the minimal amounts used. Contrary, the predicted activity
of PR in polymersomes should be highest at pH 8. The potential pH
range is smaller compared to the lipid system, starting at pH 6.5. PR’s
concentration and the amount of detergent used have again different
behavior. Clearly they converge towards low amount of detergent and
low PR concentration. In summary, the optimization process mirrors
the observations made before and highlights the necessity to develop
different factor combinations for lipid and polymer membranes for a
successful functional PR-GFP reconstitution.
The optimal conditions and their anticipated responses are sum-
marized in Table 5.15.
Factor Response
pH LPR / PPR cPR−GFP [mg/mL] OG [%] SizeFCS SizeDLS PdI ∆pH
DOPC 6 25 0.16 0.66 122 143 0.10 0.10
ABA 8 112 0.04 0.82 77 84 0.16 0.08
Table 5.15: Optimal factor settings and
the predicted responses for DOPC and
ABA proteovesicles. The optimization
was based on the equations 5.1 - 5.8.
The optimization follows the observed trends discussed before:
a slight acidic pH value of 6 in combination with a low LPR and
medium-to-low amount of OG leads to the formation of highly ho-
mogeneous proteoliposomes which build up a proton gradient upon
illumination. These results are very similar to the conditions deter-
mined experimentally earlier160,161. ABA triblock polymers follow a
different route. The pH should be in the basic regime around 8 and
the PPR at 112 / 0.04 mg/mL PR-GFP. A detergent concentration of
0.82 % (w/v) is found to be optimal, which is higher compared to the
DOPC system and surprising taking the observed negative effects of
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OG on the vesicle formation into account (see section 5.2.3).
5.2.6 Verification
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Figure 5.20: The proton transport kinet-
ics for the reconstitutions carried out at
derived optimal conditions and their cor-
responding controls. Shown are the mea-
surements of three independent samples
(with no summary statistics applied).
The blue lines serve as a guide to the
eye and the red lines indicate the illumi-
nation interval.
As a last step, the built up framework was put to a test. We used the
derived optimal conditions to carry out the reconstitutions into DOPC
and ABA membranes. Additionally, control reconstitutions were
carried out under the same conditions but without PRGFP in order to
confirm the measured response. In both cases, proteoliposomes and
proteopolymersomes, the measured pH gradient was much higher
than expected from the predictions (see Figure 5.20 and 5.21). In case
of the proteoliposomes, 0.10 pH units were expected whereas the
measurement resulted in 0.18 pH units (131 PR-GFP molecules (Q1:
110/Q3: 157)). Similarly, PRGFP’s performance was higher in ABA
membranes than expected, 0.12 pH units compared to the predicted
0.08 pH units (8 PR-GFP molecules (Q1: 7/Q3: 10)). It should be noted
that the measured results are within the prediction interval, ranging
from 0.04 till 0.19 pH units in case of the proteoliposomes and 0.03 till
0.17 pH units for the proteopolymersomes, even though the offset to
the prediction is large. Vesicles not carrying PR-GFP have also shown
a reaction towards illumination which was, however, either small (0.06
pH units, DOPC) or showing the opposite behavior (0.02 pH units,
ABA). It should further be noted that looking at the kinetics in Figure
5.20 the dynamic of the control is different compared to the actual
samples. Similar behavior observed in literature is likely attributed to
the fluctuations in the fluorescence signal due to residual pyranine on
the exterior vesicle membrane118,186. In terms of size, the difference
between prediction, control and actual measurement are present,
whereas the proteoliposomes are smaller than expected, but within
the prediction interval. However, the controls fall out of that range.
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Similar behavior is observed in case of the ABA proteopolymersomes,
however their control FCS results are in good agreement with the
predictions. For both membranes, the controls’ PdI is much higher
than expected and higher compared to PRGFP-containing vesicles.
PdI ΔpH
DLS [nm] FCS [nm]
ABA DOPC ABA DOPC
ABA DOPC ABA DOPC
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of the actual
measurements, their controls and pre-
dictions for all four responses. Error
bars represent the standard error of the
mean, n = 3. In case of the predicted
values, the bars represent the prediction
interval containing 95 % of the outcomes.
The underlying data is shown via dots
which are jittered slightly to avoid over-
lapping. Liposomes and polymersomes
prepared under the same conditions as
the samples but without PR-GFP were
used as controls.
5.2.7 Conclusion
Although membrane protein reconstitutions have been car-
ried out for decades, examples for their application for the design
of synthetic devices are rare and usually of model-like simplicity1.
The inherent complexity of this approach provides a demanding chal-
lenge. With our study, we provide a possible framework to this field,
showing an example of a thoroughly designed approach. Design
of experiments has proven to be an excellent scaffold, which can be
used as a guide to optimize relevant factors impacting the reconsti-
tution conditions, which are crucial to the formation of a functional
system. The easy accessibility of DoE allows detailed analysis and
verified assumptions from literature and revealed new insights. Even
though the models and results obtained via DoE are only valid for
their specific case, the high coherence of this work supports the claim
that the underlying method can be applied to further systems with
other membrane proteins. Our results support the assumption that
PMOXA-PDMS-PMOXA block copolymer membranes require very
different conditions for the reconstitution of PR-GFP and potentially
other alpha- helical membrane proteins. Even low OG concentrations
can be disadvantageous for the vesicle integrity and the pH value dur-
ing formation and reconstitution has a larger influence than expected.
Only the lipid/polymer-to-protein ratio is a shared factor among the
two membrane types but less PR-GFP seems to be incorporated into
polymersomes. However, our data indicates a similar pH gradient am-
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plitude in the proteopolymersomes. A future study could investigate
this phenomenon. Most importantly, the potential optimization has
been shown to yield functional proteovesicles composed of the lipid
DOPC or an ABA block copolymer. The predictions were tested out
for both systems and verified that DoE is an excellent approach to ful-
fill the above stated requirements of reproducibility and predictability.
Thus, our framework allows access to two highly important character-
istics of engineering: reproducibility and predictability. Our example
shows the application of molecular engineering from protein design
up to a mathematical model in order to achieve a functional product
with the desired properties. Applying this methodology to further
polymer (different block compositions, diblock copolymers) and lipid
systems, as well as to other membrane proteins and detergent types,
will potentially result in the identification of general mechanisms and
important factors governing the assembly of proto-cells.
6
Conclusion & Outlook
Correlating the gained results to the topics and questions
derived in section 2, p. 47, it can first be concluded that the reconstitu-
tion of PR into lipid membranes is possible via two distinct pathways.
The detergent plays a pivotal role and it is the dominant mediator at
a concentration around 0.5 %. The charge on the membrane surface
only becomes the dominant mediator if OG is used at concentrations
above 1 %. The salt concentration was identified as a ’binary switch’.
Deviating from 150 mM leads to rapid loss of proteorhodopsin due to
agglomeration, resulting in a non-observable function. The preferred
pH value correlates to the reconstitution pathway. Slightly basic con-
ditions lead to a higher observed activity when PR is reconstituted via
the OG mediated pathway. In order to use the oppositely polarized
extramembrane domains of PR, a pH value around 6 is necessary to
use the available charges on the membrane. Valinomycin only had
a beneficial effect on the proton gradient in samples which resulted
from a high detergent and high charge composition. As a next step
the use of polymer membranes as a host for PR was achieved. An
extensive comparative study between DOPC as a benchmark and
PMOXA17-PDMS65-PMOXA17 was set up. The use of the PR-GFP fu-
sion protein made the use of polarized membranes not necessary. The
study identified distinct factor combinations under which proteopoly-
mersomes and proteoliposomes assemble in a desired way. Whereas
large, homogeneous proteoliposomes result from using around 1 %
OG and take up large amounts of protein, proteopolymersomes are
limited in the amount of PR taken up and form large structures only
around 0.5 % OG. On average, the number of PR molecules present
in proteopolymersomes is much smaller as FCS measurements re-
vealed. Investigating the parameter space which yields the desired
proteovesicles in terms of PR’s proton pumping functionality showed
further differences. In proteoliposomes the formed gradient mainly
depends on the number of PR molecules present and the amount of
detergent used. The combination low LPR, and thus high PR con-
centration, and low detergent concentration yielded a high activity.
Proteopolymersomes benefit from a basic pH value and are easily
disrupted at OG concentration above 1 % OG. Beside the differences
of the assembly conditions, both systems were found to exhibit a
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similar performance regarding the formation of a proton gradient.
The lower number of available pumps in proteopolymersomes seems
to get compensated by the lower diffusion through polymer mem-
branes. The derived model equations could be used to find optimal
reconstitution parameter settings which yield large, uniform and ac-
tive proteovesicles. As observed before, the optimal settings were
different. A low pH value, low LPR and low OG concentration was
found for proteoliposomes whereas proteopolymersomes required a
high pH, a approximately four times higher PPR and a slightly higher
OG concentration. Verifying these optimal settings was successful
and the predicted measurement results were in line with the actual
measurements. Design of experiments proved to be a highly valuable
framework for both projects and has the potential for being used in
further studies.
More specifically, the created framework can be expanded with
other membrane proteins, having different structures compared to the
purely α-helical proteorhodopsin. As more complex membrane pro-
teins usually require the use of milder detergents, other factors could
be easily integrated into the experimental design and data assessment
process. Due to the availability of mixture designs, it would also
be possible to investigate the use and potential advantages of lipid-
polymer-hybrid membrane systems. The lipid environment could
provide a more natural host for the membrane protein and ease their
reconstitution, whilst the polymers provide a robust and stable scaf-
fold. These insights gained are not limited to vesiclar structures but
could also easily applied to planar membranes. Planar membranes
provide an easier platform for applications such as biosensing. Com-
bining the aforementioned knowledge in a systematic way would lead
to the realization of a library containing the necessary information
about the interplay of various membrane systems, membrane proteins
and their assembly. This would simplify the accomplishment of novel
and complex systems such as the molecular hoover. The foundation
for such a system have been established and an electro-chemical gra-
dient can be established across lipid and polymer membranes. The
conditions for the co-reconstitution with transport membrane proteins
can be more conveniently predicted and achieved. Furthermore, this
entire toolbox can be considerably useful for the establishment of
highly developed systems acting as molecular factories.
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